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PREFACE
The second issue of volume 10 of Studies in Linguistics, Culture, and FLT titled 
“Problems and Solutions in Linguistics and FLT” contains five papers focusing 
on various aspects of linguistics, discourse studies and methodology. 

The issue starts with a paper by Bebwa Isingoma titled “Revisiting constraints 
on postverbal argument coding and linearization in English goal ditransitive 
constructions”. The scholar analyses the constraints at work in the syntax 
of goal ditransitive verbs, namely, the phonological (contrastive stress), 
morphophonemic (word class and lexical stressability), syntactic (heavy NP 
shift), etc., factors with focus on the pronominalized theme when placed after 
the goal. Some of the conclusions reached are that in such cases “the clash 
between the topical character of the pronoun ‘it’ and the focality associated with 
end position in English” as well as the ‘breach of the short-before-long principle’ 
cannot account for the infelicity of the sentences”. The findings are backed up 
with exemplary sentences that comment on the position of the pronoun ‘it’.  

There are two papers related to FLT. The first one studies the way Iraqi students 
in English philology acquire and expand their vocabulary with English words 
with Latin and Greek roots by analyzing their root morphemes. Testing 30 
subjects Ahmed Hamid Abdulrazzaq has established that: (1) advanced Iraqi 
EFL learners are not aware of the analyzability of this type of words, and (2) 
making these learners aware of this analyzability will enable them to expand 
their vocabulary considerably, (3) learners find guessing the meanings of words 
containing Greek roots easier than those of words containing Latin roots, and (4) 
learners find guessing the meanings of words whose roots have not undergone 
any linguistic changes easier than those words whose roots have undergone 
such changes. 

The next article in the issue dwells on some of the new supplementary materials 
whose development was prompted by the pandemic and which the virtual 
classroom educators worldwide were forced to use. The article studies the use 
of Google forms as a material that proves helpful in the language classroom 
in terms of acquiring new vocabulary, the processes of its consolidation and 
revision, spelling and correct equivalence of specialized terminology between 
L1 and L2 as well as grammar. The paper concludes that Google forms are easy 
to use and access and can be utilized both as an online tool and as a learning 
material in a face-to-face learning environment.  

The issue also features an article analyzing the idiomatic expressions in Kenyan 
political discourse. George Ouma Ogal, Eliud Kiruji Kirigia and Victor Ondara 
Ntabo have applied the Conceptual Integration Theory to describe the structural 
and lexical modification of idiomatic expressions as well as to interpret the 
modified forms using vital relations. They claim that in order to understand such 



expressions recipients have to resort to socio-political background knowledge 
as well as understand said vital relations and pragmatic inferences. 

The last paper in the issue written by Boryana Kostova analyses the potential 
of contrastive analysis in the study of discourse. The presented overview 
of literature related to contrastive analysis and the small scale research of 
publications on the topic provide an interesting and valuable information on 
theory put into practice and can be used as a guide for future research. The 
analysis shows that “contrastive analysis is a vibrant area of research with a 
potential for development at discourse level in particular and implications for 
intercultural understanding and tolerance”.
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REVISITING CONSTRAINTS ON POSTVERBAL ARGUMENT 
CODING AND LINEARIZATION IN ENGLISH GOAL 

DITRANSITIVE CONSTRUCTIONS
Bebwa Isingoma

Faculty of Education & Humanities  
at Gulu University (Uganda)

Abstract: The current study seeks to revisit the analysis that attributes the infelicity, in all 
varieties of English, of strings like (1) ‘*He gave the man it’ and (2) ‘*He gave to him it’ 
to “the clash between the topical character of the pronoun ‘it’ and the focality associated 
with end position in English”, in addition to the “breach of the short-before-long principle” 
(Siewierska & Hollmann, 2007: 86f.) The string in (1) is a double object construction (DOC), 
while that in (2) is a prepositional construction (PPC). In contradistinction to the above 
constraints, the present study shows that the pronoun ‘it’ can felicitously appear in the end 
position in DOCs, as in e.g. “He gave him it” (cf. Huddlestone, 2002: 248), besides the fact 
that the so-called ‘short-before-long principle’ is clearly violated in that sentence without 
rendering it ungrammatical. Hence, end position and the “breach of the short-before-long 
principle” are not tenable constraints. Thus, the current study maintains that for a DOC to 
accommodate a personal pronoun theme, its goal argument must be realized as a lexically 
unstressed constituent (cf. Antilla, 2008), specifically as a pronoun (e.g. He gave him it). On 
the other hand, postponing a personal pronoun theme in the PPC is not possible (e.g. *He 
gave to him it) because a postponed theme involving non-heavy NP shift is only possible if 
it is a nominal constituent, since nominal constituents are both contrastively and lexically 
stressable (cf. Antilla et al., 2010), as in e.g. He gave to him the book – a construction 
that has been reported to occur in the northern dialect of British English (cf. Siewierska 
& Hollmann, 2007). Any attempt to postpone a personal pronoun theme will render the 
sentence ungrammatical (e.g. *He gave to him it), even where there is an unequivocally 
contrastively stressable pronoun like ‘them’ (e.g.*He gave to him them), since, while ‘them’ 
is no doubt contrastively stressable, it is not lexically stressable. Both lexical stressability 
and contrastive stressability are a requirement for this kind of postponement. 
Keywords: ditransitive, goal, ordering, pronominalization, postponement __________________________
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Introduction
While ditransitive constructions have attracted a lot of research and debates, 
as regards their semantics, syntax, pragmatics, among others (e.g. Pinker, 
1989; Krifka, 2004; Gast, 2007; Beavers, 2011; Gerwin, 2013; Beavers & 
Koontz-Garboden, 2017; Isingoma, 2018, 2021a, 2021b), more research into 
these phenomena continues to unveil more idiosyncrasies that provide a better 
understanding of this area of linguistic inquiry. Ditransitive constructions come 
in two linear orders, namely the Double Object Construction (DOC) and the 
Prepositional Phrase Construction (PPC), as shown in (1):

 (1)  (a)  Peter sent Tom a book. (DOC) 

  (b)  Peter sent a book to Tom. (PPC)

However, there are situations where the ordering of the non-subject arguments 
is presented non-canonically ((2) & (3)), and there are also situations where the 
non-subject arguments may be coded pronominally either in a canonical ordering 
(4) or a non-canonical ordering (3b). Canonically, the DOC in (2) requires a 
configuration where the goal precedes the theme, while the canonical ordering 
of the PPC in (3) requires the theme to precede the gоal. Crucially, despite the 
non-canonical linearization of the non-subject arguments, the sentences are 
deemed licit by native speakers for all the cases in (2) and (3), including the 
canonical ordering in (4b), where the theme is pronominalized in the DOC. 
However, most of these configurations are said to be mainly dialectal (Hughes 
& Trudgill, 1979; Haddican, 2010). On the other hand, configurations such as 
those in (5) are illicit in all varieties of English (cf. Siewierska & Hollmann, 
2007): 

 (2)  (a) She gave a book the man. 

  (b) She gave the book him.

  (c) She gave it him.

  (d) She gave it the man. (Hughes & Trudgill, 1979, p. 21)

 (3)  (a)  A staff sergeant is explaining to the men the rules of the Geneva 
   Convention. (Anttila, 2008, p. 53)

  (b) He gave to him a book. (Siewierska & Hollmann, 2007, p. 87)

 (4) (a)  He gave it to him.

  (b) He gave him it. (Hughes & Trudgill, 1979, p. 21)   

 (5) (a) *She gave the man it. 

  (b) *She gave to the man it.

  (c) *She gave to him it. (Siewierska & Hollmann, 2007, pp. 86ff)
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This study therefore seeks to delineate conditions under which the 
pronomimalization of the theme arguments is allowable in e.g. (4b), while it 
is precluded in (5a). Similarly, the study is set out to examine conditions that 
allow the postponement of the theme argument in (3b) in the northern variety 
of British English as opposed to (5b) and (5c), which are illicit in all varieties 
of English. The analysis in the current study is meant to revisit Siewierska and 
Hollmann’s (2007, p. 86) account, in which it is claimed that the infelicity in 
(5) is attributable to “the clash between the topical character of the pronoun 
it and the focality associated with end position in English”, in addition to the 
“breach of the short-before-long principle”.  This study shows that Siewierska 
and Hollmann’s (2007, p. 86) account is not tenable and consequently the current 
study provides an alternative unified account that adequately accounts for the 
phenomenon in (5) and (4b) as well as in other related examples in (2) and (3) 
above. The data for this study was mainly gleaned from repositories (specifically 
the BNC) and works that have dealt with ditransitive constructions in English 
(e.g. Hughes & Trudgill, 1979; Siewierska & Hollmann, 2007; Anttila, 2008; 
Huddlestone, 2002).

Constraints on the pronomimalization  
of the theme in the DOC and its postponement in the PPC
One important constraint that has been suggested in literature in the postponement 
of the theme argument in goal ditransitive constructions is prosody. For instance, 
Hughes and Trudgill (1979, p. 21) state that (2a) and (2b) occur if ‘man’ (2a) 
and ‘him’ (2b) are contrastively stressed. In addition, Hughes and Trudgill 
(1979, p. 21) also observe that if both non-subject arguments are pronouns, the 
constructions where the permutation of the non-subject arguments is allowable 
are very common in British English. Hence, as is well known, pronominality and 
prosody are very important predictors in this respect. Crucially, a very important 
structural property regarding the syntactic phenomena under consideration 
in this study concerns the constraints on the pronominalization of the theme 
argument in the DOC in (5a) and the postponement of a pronominalized theme 
argument in the PPC of goal ditransitive constructions in (5b) and (5c). All the 
strings in (5) above are infelicitous in all varieties of English, as reported by 
Siewierska and Hollmann (2007, p. 86ff). 

In relation to (5a) and (5b), in which the goal arguments are nominal constituents, 
Siewierska and Hollmann (2007, p. 86) note that the infelicity is due to “the clash 
between the topical character of the pronoun it and the focality associated with 
end position in English.” They also point out that there is a “breach of the short-
before-long principle.”1 However, if this explanation were to hold, what would 

1.  Note that in relation to (5a) if the theme is a demonstrative pronoun or indefinite pronoun, as in 
(i) and (ii), respectively, there is no ungrammaticality (cf. Siewierska and Hollmann, 2007, p. 86):
   (i) She gave the man this.
   (ii) She gave the man some.
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explain the felicity of (6), in which ‘it’ occupies the end position in ditransitive 
constructions?

 (6) (a) She gave him it. (Hughes & Trudgill, 1979, p. 21)

  (b) He gave her it. (Huddleston, 2002, p. 248)

  (c) Give me it, you little cow! (Biber et al., 1999, p. 929)

  (d) And she said, my mother brought me it (BNC-KCR)

  (e) I know. And I didn’t. They offered me it. (BNC-KC6)

  (f) So they sent me it. (BNC-JA4)

  (g) There was no reason why Guido shouldn’t know the truth. So  
   she told him it. (BNC-JXT)

  (h) Newcastle Oh it’s not is it? Wants to sell us it! What Er 
   company (BNC-KB9)

  (i) Maybe he just didn’t think when they showed him it, that 
   it wasn’t… (BNC-KB9)

  (j) The bastards want to lend you it, if you haven’t and want  
   to borrow (BNC-HHS)

Evidently, the difference between (5a) and (6) is that, in (5a), the goal argument 
is a nominal constituent, while in (6) the goal arguments are pronominal 
constituents. This is a very important property and Siewierska & Hollmann 
(2007, p. 86) correctly associate it with the frequency of cases where permutation 
is allowed, as in (2c): She gave it him. However, attributing the infelicity in 
(5) to the clash between the topicality of ‘it’ and the focality of end position 
would mean that the examples in (6) should be infelicitous as well. Yet, they 
are not only felicitous, but also, as Huddleston (2002, p. 248) puts it, (6b) is 
“widespread.” Moreover, according to Hughes and Trudgill (1979, p. 21), (6a) is 
standard (British) English, although Biber et al. (1999, p. 929) point out that (6c) 
is “virtually restricted to conversation.”2 In addition, there are obvious cases 
involving non-ditransitive constructions in English in which ‘it’ must occupy 
the end position as in (7), something that Zwicky (1986, p. 104) had already 
observed: 

(7)  (a) I saw it. 

  (b) I want you to buy it. 

Hence, end position in itself is not the issue in (5), contra Siewierska and Hollmann 
(2007, p. 86). Similarly, the violation of ‘short-before-long principle’ suggested 
by Siewierska and Hollmann (2007, p. 86) cannot account for the infelicity of (5), 

2.  See also Quirk et al. (1985, p. 1396, fn. a).
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since in (6) the violation does not affect the felicity of the sentences (for example 
in (6a)); it is clear that ‘it’ is short compared to ‘him’ but it felicitously comes 
after long ‘him’). What we could advance as a possibly tenable explanation for 
the infelicity of (5a) resides in the syntactic categories to which the goal and 
theme constituents belong and the associated lexical stress they carry or do 
not carry. Anttila (2008, p. 52), following Erteschik-Shir (1979; 2007), points 
out that “in dialects where lexically unstressed pronoun themes are allowed in 
double object constructions [,] they preferably occur after lexically unstressed 
pronoun goals [my square brackets].” This accounts well for the infelicity of 
(5a), because the goal argument is not a lexically unstressed constituent, i.e. it is 
a nominal constituent, which is lexically stressable. Given that Siewierska and 
Hollmann’s (2007, p. 87) explanation for (5b) is the same as that for (5a), which 
I have shown to be inadequate, we need a different explanation for (5b), since 
the one I have provided above (following Anttila, 2008) only caters for (5a). We 
also need an explanation for (5c), as Siewierska and Hollmann (2007) do not 
seem to provide one or seem to take their (now inadequate) explanation for (5a) 
and (5b) to be valid for (5c). Crucially, (5b) and (5c) need a different explanation, 
because they are different from (5a); that is, (5a) is a double object construction 
(DOC) while (5b) and (5c) are prepositional phrase constructions (PPCs). In 
addition, (5a) is a case of canonical ordering, while (5b) and (5c) are cases of 
non-canonical ordering.

Accounts of the possibility of having a non-canonical ordering of PPCs indicate 
that such configurations are common where there is heavy NP shift (Siewierska 
& Hollmann, 2007, p. 87), as illustrated in (8a) and in (3a) above (repeated here 
as (8b)): 

 (8) (a) And they brought [to him] [a paralyzed man lying on a stretcher].

         (Bible: New American Standard Version)

  (b) A staff sergeant is explaining [to the men] [the rules of the Geneva  
       Convention].     (Anttila, 2008, p. 53)

Note that according to Arnold et al. (2000, p. 29), heaviness should be viewed 
in terms of “relative number of words” (but see, for example, Shiobara, 2002, 
p. 275 for considerations of heaviness based on “prosodic words”). Based on 
Arnold et al. (2000, p. 29), the sentences in (8) show that the postponement of 
the theme arguments is motivated by the fact that they are heavy compared to 
the goal arguments, since in terms of number of words, the theme arguments 
have more words than the goal arguments.

Remarkably, where heavy NP shift is not involved, such non-canonical orderings 
require that there is contrastive stress on the postponed theme argument (cf. 
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Siewierska & Hollmann, 2007, p. 87). Yet in (5b) and (5c) above, we have the 
pronoun ‘it’ as the theme argument. The pronoun ‘it’ has limited stressability, 
as it cannot be placed, for example, in certain focal positions, namely, in the 
focus position of a cleft sentence, as in (9b):

 (9) (a) It is the degree that I’m interested in.

  (b) *It is it that I’m interested in.

However, a situation where ‘it’ could be contrastively accented (stressed) is 
illustrated in (10). In (10a), if ‘it’ is left unaccented, the hearer will automatically 
resolve its reference in favor of ‘the cake on the left’ (the grammatical subject or 
topic), even if that yields an interpretation that does not seem to be the intended 
one. A contrastive accent on ‘it’ may presumably direct the hearer’s attention 
towards ‘the other one’ instead. But, seemingly, this must be accompanied by a 
pointing gestural stimulus. At the same time, Cleghorn and Rugg (2011, p. 41) 
show that a high tone on the word ‘it’ in (10b) “implies that the speaker made the 
accusation that one or more other objects were stolen.” Relevantly, we realize 
that even though ‘it’ may be contrastively stressed in some environments, this 
is typically limited (cf. (10) vs. (9)).

 (10)  (a) The cake on the left costs much less than the other one, but IT  
   is much more tasty, I’m sure.

  (b) I didn’t say you stole IT.

Moreover, while Antilla et al. (2010, p. 959, fn.2) recognize that personal 
pronouns can be accented, they insist that these pronouns do not have lexical 
stress. Hence, a distinction has been made between emphatic stress (contrastive 
stress or accent) and lexical stress, with the latter, according to the above 
authors, relating to lexical “metrical prominence.” What seems to be clear 
now is that the (contrastive) stressability of ‘it’ is restricted to arguably (some) 
cases where there is no theme postponement, as shown in (10). In other words, 
prima facie, a postponed theme cannot be pronominalized using ‘it’ because 
contrastive stressability on ‘it’ seems not to be permitted in such a syntactic 
environment (i.e. in the non-canonical ordering of the PPC). One could, thus, 
preliminarily, state that it is this paucity in contrastive stressability that makes 
the pronoun ‘it’ fail to occupy the non-canonical end position in the PPC, a 
prosodic requirement for the postponement of the theme argument where no 
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heavy NP shift is involved in the PPC (cf. She gave to him the book vs. *She 
gave to him it).3 

Crucially, the constraint posed by the postponement of the theme in PPCs (i.e. 
outside cases of heavy NP shift) becomes explanatorily more robust when one 
considers the infelicity of a string like *She gave to him them, which, according 
to Willem Hollmann (p.c.), is disallowed even in the northern dialect of British 
English, where cases such as He gave to him a book are possible, yet the pronoun 
‘them’ can contrastively be stressed. Thus, a unified account that includes cases 
such as *She gave to him them could be postulated based on the criterion that 
a postponed theme in the PPC must simply be a nominal constituent and not 
a pronominal constituent (especially if it is a personal pronoun)4, as not only 
contrastive stressability is required, but also lexical stressability is obligatory. 
Both ‘it’ and ‘them’ lack lexical stressability, since they are personal pronouns 
(Antilla et al., 2010). This morphophonemic constraint would also account for 
the infelicity of a string like *He gave to the man them, which Siewierska and 
Hollmann (2007, p. 86) have shown to be ungrammatical in all varieties of 
English. If we consider the above reasoning as tenable, then we can advance the 
following constraint (11), which will quintessentially account for the felicity of 
(12) and the infelicity of (13):

 (11)  constraint on the postponement of theme arguments in the ppc
A postponed theme argument in the PPC must not only be contrastively 
stressed, but also it must be a lexically stressable constituent.

 (12) (a) He gave to him a book. (Siewierska & Hollmann, 2007, p. 87)

  (b) I give to you Helen. (BNC-K74)

 (13) (a) *She gave to the man it. 

3.  We should note that Huddleston (2002, p. 247) and Cowan (2008, p. 339) stress that a 
sentence like She gave to him the book (which according to Siewierska & Hollmann (2007) 
occurs in the northern dialect of British English) is not good since there is no heavy NP to 
necessitate the postponement of the theme. Thus, according to them, the strings in (i) below 
are not felicitous.   
  (i)  (a) *I returned to Jo the books.
   (b) * John demonstrated to Alan the procedure.
However, it seems clear that Huddleston (2002, p. 247) and Cowan (2008, p. 339ff) make 
the above observation in relation to standard English, as Siewierska and Hollmann (2007) 
have proved that dialectically such sentences are possible.

4.  I have no evidence as to whether other pronouns such as demonstratives or indefinites 
would be allowed as in (i) and (ii). According to Willem Hollmann (p.c.), no evidence about 
that is available in the corpora he and colleagues have used to describe varieties of English 
that allow the postponement of the theme in the PPC:
   (i) ??She gave to him that.
   (ii)??She gave to him some.    
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  (b) *She gave to him it. (Siewierska & Hollmann, 2007, p. 86ff)

  (c) *She gave to him them. (Willem Hollmann, p.c.)

Observably, in both (12a) and (12b), the postponed theme arguments are lexically 
(as well as contrastively) stressable, since they are nominal constituents and this 
renders their postponement unproblematic especially in the northern variety of 
British English. On the other hand, all the examples in (13) have illicit postponed 
themes, as neither ‘it’ nor ‘them’ is lexically stressable. Even though ‘them’ is 
prototypically contrastively stressable, ‘it’ is not in this syntactic environment. 
Above all, neither ‘it’ nor ‘them’ is simultaneously lexically and contrastively 
stressable – a requirement for the postponement of the theme argument (cf. 11), 
as illustrated in (12). 

Conclusion
This study, contra Siewierska and Hollmann (2007, p. 86), has shown that 
“the clash between the topical character of the pronoun ‘it’ and the focality 
associated with end position in English” as well as the “breach of the short-
before-long principle” cannot account for the infelicity of the sentences where 
the pronominalized theme is placed after the goal whether in canonical ordering 
(i.e. (5a)) or non-canonical ordering (i.e. (13)). Rather, the PPCs where no heavy 
NP shift is involved (i.e. (12)) allow the postponement of the theme argument if 
and only if the morphophonemic criterion in (11) is met. We also note that the 
pronominalization of theme arguments (as lexically un stressed constituents) in 
the canonical ordering of DOCs (i.e. (5a)) requires the goal argument to also be 
realized as a lexically unstressed constituent (6) (cf. Antilla, 2008). All in all, 
and, as has been demonstrated in the available relevant literature (e.g. Bresnan 
& Nikitina, 2008; Levin, 2015) we again see an interplay of constraints at work 
in the syntax of goal ditransitive verbs, namely, phonological (contrastive stress), 
morphophonemic (word class and lexical stressability), syntactic (heavy NP 
shift), as well as those not covered here (or just mentioned incidentally), such 
as animacy, or language-external factors, such as dialectal variations (see e.g. 
Pinker, 1989; Beavers & Koontz-Garboden, 2017; Bresnan & Nikitina, 2008; 
Rappaport Hovav & Levin, 2008; Gerwin, 2013; Levin, 2015; Isingoma, 2018, 
among others). 
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Introduction
At the advanced level of language learning, students devote considerable time 
and effort to expanding their vocabulary. Various techniques are thus used to 
achieve this end.

These techniques include looking up words in dictionaries, trying to guess the 
meaning from context, and memorizing synonyms and antonyms. Nevertheless, 
many students feel discouraged as they open their dictionaries and start 
wondering how they will ever master this vast number of words.

A quick look at words like sympathy, apathy, antipathy, or inspire, expire, 
respire, etc., however, should have encouraging implications for these students 
as they realize that thousands of words exist in the English language that need 
not be mastered as separate units, one by one. They can be learned in groups.

Since so many such words have come into English from Greek and Latin, 
knowledge of the meaning of Greek and Latin roots provides an organized and 
economical system of vocabulary building. Such knowledge will help students to 
acquire a technique for analyzing words systematically. By using this technique, 
students will be able to work out the meanings of unfamiliar words by analyzing 
them into their component parts. 

Advanced Iraqi EFL learners, however, do not seem to be aware that words 
containing Greek and Latin roots are analyzable. They seem to treat many of 
these words as monomorphemic and thus miss an invaluable opportunity to 
enrich their vocabulary.

Hypotheses 
In this study, it is hypothesized that:

1. Advanced Iraqi EFL learners are unaware that English words containing 
Greek and/or Latin roots are analyzable.

2. Once these learners realize that such words are analyzable, they can expand 
their vocabulary considerably.

3. These learners find the meanings of words containing Greek roots easier 
to deduce than those containing Latin roots.

Procedure
The procedures followed consist of:

1. Providing a general background to the study by reviewing the related literature.

2. Conducting a pretest to a sample of advanced EFL students (a) to find out whether 
these students are aware of the analyzability of English words containing Greek 
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and Latin roots, and (b) to check their command of this type of vocabulary 
items, 

3. Giving these students some instruction in analyzing words into their component 
roots and trying to guess their meanings, and then retesting these students to 
find out (a) whether their vocabulary (in this area) has expanded and (b) whether 
they find the meanings of words containing Greek roots easier to deduce than 
those of words containing Latin roots. 

4. Statistically analyzing the data provided by the two tests and then interpreting 
and evaluating the findings of this analysis. 

5. Based on the investigation, offering some pedagogical suggestions that can help 
learners achieve a better standard of vocabulary.

Data 
The students’ responses to both the pretest and the posttest will constitute the 
present study’s data.

Delimitations 
The following are the major delimitations of the study :

1. The sample of learners has been limited to third-year EFL students at the 
College of Arts, Baghdad University. 

2. The teaching materials developed as well as the items of the two tests 
(apart from Part 1 of the protest) have been limited to the Greek and Latin 
roots listed in Appendices E and F.

3. The area of students’ ability that this research seeks to improve has been 
delimited to the students’ receptive vocabulary.

Significance
The present study is expected to provide empirical evidence for Bauer’s (1983) 
claim that foreign language learners are not aware of the analyzability of this type 
of words. This study is also expected to validate the employment of students’ 
awareness of the analyzability of English words to expand their vocabulary.

Theoretical Background
The Importance of Classical Elements in Contemporary English

According to Luschnig and Luschnig (1982, p. ix), over 90% of the vast word 
stock of English is derived, directly or indirectly, from the classical tongues. In 
a study reported by Kent (1963, p. 56), it was found that out of the 20,000 words 
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of common use in the English-speaking world, over 60% come from Latin and 
Greek. Commenting on this study, Kent states that if the list included the rarer 
words (especially those of science and technology), a still higher percentage 
would be found since almost all technical terms in every field come from these 
languages. 

Similarly, Roberts (1968, p. 190) states that about 35% of all words in a dictionary 
with about 120,000 main entries are borrowings from Latin, whereas only 15% 
of these are native English words. Nist (1966, p. 8) points out that it was mainly 
borrowing from the classical languages that “swelled the vocabulary ranks of 
English from the thinly populated Anglo-Saxon (50,000 to 60,000 words) ... to 
the immense international ... English of today (650,000 to 750,000 words, at 
least)”.

Yet, even though contemporary English is made up of many more words of 
classical origin than native English words, the latter seem to outnumber in their 
repetition words of other origins. Accordingly, after examining a number of 
different texts, Kent (1963, p. 156) concludes that English owes to the classical 
languages about two-thirds of its vocabulary, that is, of the different words, and 
about one-sixth to one-third of all words used, without excluding repetitions. 
Perhaps this is why the native English words are usually looked upon as the 
bony structure of the language.

Vocabulary expansion
Direct means

Vocabulary expansion is “the process of increasing one’s store of words and 
meanings” (Deighton, 1971, p. 460). For years, the only method used for 
vocabulary expansion was presenting lists of (often unrelated) words for rote 
learning. Thus, learners would be provided with long, usually bilingual, word 
lists and asked to memorize these words along with their meanings. However, 
this method of presenting lists of words was later rejected as “excessively tedious, 
wasteful and generally ineffective” (Morris, 1945, p. 37) and was replaced by 
the so-called method of association. According to this method, words should 
be presented in contexts, not in isolation. Some form of association should be 
established among these words by using such sense relations as synonymy, 
antonymy, collocation, etc. 

Indirect means

More recently, however, there has been a move away from these direct methods 
of increasing vocabulary. Specialists of vocabulary teaching are now more in 
favor of indirect means of learning vocabulary, teaching learners strategies they 
can use to decode the meanings of words for themselves. According to Twaddell 
(1973), there is a misconception that vocabulary education is about compiling 
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lists of words using a criterion such as word frequency. To avoid relying on 
dictionaries, Twaddell thinks that students should be taught how to use guessing 
strategies to help them deal with unknown terminology and lessen their reliance 
on them (Carter, 1988, p. 42).

Similarly, Carter (1988) and Honeyfield (1977) point out that although learning 
the most frequent 2000-3000 words in a language offers a solid foundation for 
about 80% of the words likely to be encountered, there would still be some 20% 
of the words in any unsimplified text that are unknown to the learner.

Moreover, these infrequent words “may be crucial to the meaning of a 
passage but may occur only once in a chapter or a book” (Honeyfield, 1977). 
Consequently, Carter (2012, p. 200) stresses the importance of using indirect 
means for learning such infrequent words and that even though word lists and 
other direct techniques have their advantages, they will never be able to teach 
students all the terms they will likely encounter.

To sum up, it has been realized recently that vocabulary expansion involves much 
more than increasing one’s store of words and meanings. Vocabulary expansion 
must also include what Deighton (1971, p. 460) calls word power, i.e., the power 
to deal with unfamiliar words and new meanings for old words when they are 
encountered. In other words, vocabulary expansion comprises knowledge of 
specific words and specific meanings, as well as the skills required to work out a 
meaning for a word through the use of context clues and clues provided by word 
parts. Thus, instead of increasing the learner’s store of words, specialists in 
vocabulary teaching now focus on increasing the learner’s potential vocabulary. 
According to Palmberg (1989, p. 47), a learner’s potential vocabulary consists of 
those words that he has not come across before, either in speech or in writing, 
but that he, owing to his ability to make lexical inferences, can nevertheless 
understand when he first encounters them. 

Linguists such as Wallace (1982, p. 33) and Carter (1988, p. 166) agree that 
there are two major resources for expanding the potential vocabulary of EPL 
learners: a study of context operation and a knowledge of word parts and word 
formation.

Learning the meanings of words from context is an important method of 
vocabulary learning (Levine, 1980, p. 1). This method derives its importance 
from the fact that it is through observation of context that we get most of our 
understanding of words. We do not get meanings from a dictionary since a 
dictionary is only “a record of common significations taken from contexts” 
(Deighton, 1971, p. 467). It is context that always determines which of a word’s 
meanings is intended. 

The other method of expanding the learners’ potential vocabulary is to teach them 
how to derive the meanings of unknown words by recognizing their constituent 
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elements. The basic skill a learner needs in order to find out meanings is to be 
able to break down a word into its parts. Next, the learner must adapt this literal 
meaning to the sentence or passage in which the unknown word is used.

The word-analysis method is most rewarding to learners when they deal with 
words made up of classical elements. This may be attributed to two main factors: 
(1) the fact that over 75% of all English words are taken from Greek and Latin, 
and (2) the fact that word families formed with single Old English roots are 
much more limited than those formed with Greek or Latin roots (Monson, 1968, 
p. 7).

According to Gairns and Redman (1986, p. 48), the learner’s receptive and 
productive skills would benefit from programs emphasizing word analysis. 
They add that familiarity with the broad principles of word formation and a few 
of the more common Greek and Latin roots would be extremely beneficial to 
the learner’s vocabulary. In this respect, Davis (1979, p. 1) notes that the higher 
the educational level of the speaker or writer, the more the speaker uses classical 
elements in an effort to deal with fewer but more precise words.

However, specialists in vocabulary teaching, such as Monson (1958, p. 6), 
point out that this technique is more useful in extending the learners’ receptive 
vocabulary. This may be due to both the more technical nature of this type of 
word and the fact that learners need to comprehend a much larger number of 
words than those they could produce.

Various vocabulary-building programs utilizing this technique have been 
proposed, some relying exclusively on this technique, such as Friend et al. (2014), 
Luschnig and Luschnig (1982), Ayers (1986), and others using the word-analysis 
method only as part of a larger program that employs other techniques (such as 
using context clues) too, e.g., Kruse (1979), Nation (2005), and Jennings et al. 
(1980). Most of these programs, however, give more or less the same procedure 
through which students can learn how to get at the meanings of unfamiliar 
words containing classical elements.

In addition to helping learners decode the meanings of unfamiliar words, a 
knowledge of the word’s internal structure can help these learners retain these 
meanings. According to Carter (1988, p. 187), this is of particular importance since 
comprehension of vocabulary relies on strategies that help learners understand 
words and store them in memory. Thus, Ayers (1986, p. xv) points out that one 
of the important reasons for learning Greek and Latin is their mnemonic value  
since knowledge of these elements will serve as “an excellent device for fixing 
words in the memory once their meanings have been determined.”
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Method
Subjects of the Study

Thirty advanced Iraqi learners of English were chosen as subjects for this study. 
These were the third-year students of section B in the English Department, 
College of Arts, Baghdad University. These students, who have been studying 
English for the past ten years, served as subjects for the two tests as well as the 
instructional course.

Design

A one group pretest-posttest design was used for this study (Creswell & Creswell, 
2017). In this design, a pretest is given before teaching a course of instruction. 
This pretest was similar in form and content to the posttest given at the end of 
the course. The scores on the pretest form a baseline against which one can 
measure the progress that students have made during the course  (Vallette, 1977, 
p. 14; Gronlund, 1977, p. 2)

The independent variable investigated in this study was the students’ awareness 
of the analyzability of words containing classical roots. This variable involved 
two levels:

1. Unawareness: students before receiving instruction.

2. Awareness: students after receiving instruction.

The dependent variable, on the other hand, was the students’ scores on the posttest.

The Pilot Administration of the Test

A pilot test was conducted approximately ten days before administering the 
final version of the pretest to the whole sample. The test was given to ten third-
year students of English who were chosen randomly. After collecting the answer 
sheets, a detailed item analysis was conducted to determine how far this test has 
achieved its objectives.

The pilot administration of the present test has resulted in the following:

1. The instructions of the two parts of the test were found to be satisfactorily 
clear and were accordingly kept as they were.

2. In Part I, several items proved to be encouraging wild guessing on the part 
of the testees and were consequently replaced by others. 

3. Some of the distracters were found to be non-functioning and were 
accordingly replaced by others. 

4. The number of the test words in Part II was increased in order to add to its 
reliability.

5. The time to be allowed was limited to 45 minutes.
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The Pretest

A pretest was given to students. The main objectives of the pretest were the 
following:

1. showing if these students are aware of the analyzability of English words 
containing classical roots,

2. assessing the students’ command of this type of vocabulary items,

3. ensuring that these students do not already know the meanings of these 
test words, since these same words will be used in the posttest,

4. showing (if any) which types of such roots (e.g., Greek vs. Latin) students 
find easier to recognize.

Since objectives (1) and (4) differed from the other two objectives, the test was 
divided into two parts. In Part I, which was related to objectives (1) and (4), 
students were given 20 English words containing classical roots and asked to 
analyze them into their smallest meaningful components whenever possible. 
They were also given three illustrative examples, two of which were complex 
words that were accordingly analyzed, and the third was a simple word that 
was marked “not analyzable.” The rationale for giving this third example word 
was to make the possibility of finding an unanalyzable word in this test a likely 
one.

The twenty words chosen for this part of the test were all words the students 
were already familiar with, and eleven words contained Latin roots, while the 
remaining nine contained Greek roots. These test words varied from some 
which contained only one root, such as describe, to others containing two and 
even three roots, such as anniversary and autobiography. 

In Part II, which was related to objectives (2) and (3), students were given 32 
English words containing classical roots in a multiple-choice examination. Each 
of these words was written in a short phrase and was followed by five choices, 
all of which appeared to be plausible definitions of the underlined words but 
only one of which was the correct definition. Students were required to write 
the letter of the item which best defined the underlined word.

The multiple-choice technique was adopted because it had all the advantages 
of objective testing: wide coverage, reliability, and ease of administration and 
scoring.

Since the test words of Part II were the same as those in the posttest, the selection 
of these items will be discussed in detail when describing the posttest.
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The Instructional Course

The main objective of the pretest was that when encountering a word containing 
any of the roots they have been taught, students (by the end of the course) are 
expected to be able to recognize the constituent elements of such words, recall 
their literal meanings, and combine these meanings to deduce the overall 
meaning of the word.

Since teaching all the classical roots in English is not possible, a selection had 
to be made from among these roots. when selecting the suitable roots for this 
course, the researcher was guided by the following considerations:

(1) The roots must be productive.

(2) The roots must be commonly used.

(3) The roots can be easily recognized.

Accordingly, it was decided that the 28 bound roots available in Stageberg’s 
(1971) book would be quite suitable for this course since these roots both meet 
the requirements mentioned above and are already available in the students’ 
textbooks--along with their meanings and examples. These roots varied in 
productivity from those that were very productive such as spect and geo to those 
which were far less productive like or, rod and prehend. 

The instructional course was typed as a four-page hand-out and distributed to 
the students. This course was structured following the approach adopted by 
Friend et al. (2014). Thus, each root in this course was followed by its literal 
meaning. Then, three example words were given, each followed by (a) its 
constituent elements and (b) its current meaning.

The instructional course, which took only three lectures, was given to the students 
in a normal class situation as part of their first-term course in morphology. 
The lectures were delivered by their course teacher and were attended by the 
researcher. Before each of these lectures, the researcher and the lecturer would 
sit together and discuss what would be taught in that lecture. The lecturer was 
also provided with a list of the words that were used in the test in order to avoid 
mentioning them in class.

The Posttest

The main objectives of the posttest were the following:

1. showing whether (or not) the vocabulary of these students has increased after 
realizing that words containing Greek and Latin roots are analyzable,
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2. showing whether students find the meanings of words containing certain 
types of classical roots (e.g., Greek vs. Latin) easier to guess than those of 
words containing other types of these roots, 

3. showing whether these students can use this word-analysis technique in 
decoding the meanings of other words, the meaning of whose roots was 
not taught to these students.

Since all precautions were taken to preclude any information leakage in the 
pretest, and as the pretest had a sufficiently large number of items, it was decided 
to readminister Part II of the pretest as a posttest. 

Accordingly, the posttest consisted of a multiple-choice examination in which 
students were required to give the meanings of 32 words. As the posttest’s third 
objective differed from the first two objectives, separate test items (items 29-32) 
were set to evaluate it.

However, the first 28 items of the test were related to objectives 1 and 2. In 
choosing these items, the researcher has restricted himself to the 28 roots taught 
to these students. The researcher first made a separate list for every one of these 
roots, and this list included all the words in which a particular root could be 
found. After making the lists, one example word for every root was selected, 
with the following considerations in mind: 

1. Students were not likely to have come across these words yet.

2. They had not been taught to the students in the instructional course.

3. Mostly, the roots were recognizable and had undergone no significant 
phonological or semantic change.

Accordingly, 28 test words were selected, 19 of which contained Latin roots and 
9 contained Greek roots. Twenty of these words had undergone no linguistic 
change, while four had undergone phonological change, and another four had 
undergone a semantic change.

The final four test words, items 29-32, were related to objective (3). These were 
words whose roots’ literal meaning is presumably unknown to the students. 
These words were chosen following the same considerations mentioned above, 
plus the condition that students must have come across other words containing 
the same roots that compose these words. Thus, the four words were chosen 
on the assumption that these students have already come across such words 
as vivid, dialogue, phonology, mortal, etc. It may be added here that these 32 
test words are quite common in most vocabulary-building books. This means 
that specialists in teaching vocabulary believe that it is necessary to learn these 
particular words. Thus, these words constitute a representative sample of this 
type of vocabulary items.
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The Scoring Scheme

For purposes of objectivity and reliability, an accurate scoring scheme was 
developed for the two tests. According to this scheme, part I of the pretest was 
scored out of twenty. For each item, there were three possibilities: a zero score 
(for failing to recognize the root(s) of the test item), a half score (for managing 
to recognize only one of the roots composing particular items), and one score 
(for recognizing the root(s) composing any test word). 

Part II, and consequently the posttest, was scored out of thirty-two. There were 
only two possibilities for each item: one score (for choosing the right answer) and 
zero (for failing to do so). In both tests, blank items were counted as incorrect 
answers.

To establish content validity, the course objectives were stated in behavioral 
terms, and then a careful examination of the test material and test items was 
conducted. It was also seen to it that the test content represented the content of 
what these students were taught in the instructional course. In other words, care 
was taken that the test measured clearly defined learning outcomes that are in 
harmony with the instructional objectives.

To establish reliability, several measures were conducted. First, using an 
objective test added to the reliability of the test since this type of testing both 
allows for a wide range of the material to be covered and has a definite scoring 
scheme. Second, the students were urged to participate seriously and were thus 
motivated to do their best. Finally, the tasks expected from the testees were 
made clear both in the test instructions and by explaining them by the examiner 
during the test administration. In addition, the split-half procedure was adopted 
in the present study. Accordingly, the test was split into two halves, and the 
scores on the two halves were compared. After applying the relevant formula 
and correcting it with the Spearman-Brown correction formula, the test was 
found to be highly reliable, with a correlation coefficient of 73.1%.  

Results and Discussion
The present study was designed to investigate the learners’ awareness of the 
analyzability effect of the EPI of English words containing Greek and Latin 
roots on increasing their vocabulary. More specifically, it was intended to 
provide answers to the following questions:

1. Are Iraqi EFL learners aware that English words containing Greek and 
Latin roots are analyzable?

2. Will these learners be able to increase their vocabulary when they realize 
that such words are analyzable? If so, how much?
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3. Which types of classical bound roots (i.e., Greek vs. Latin, or roots that 
underwent linguistic change vs. those that did not) do these learners find 
easier to recognize both before and after realizing that these words are 
analyzable?

4. Will the training these learners had in recognizing the root and trying to 
guess the meaning of the word improve their ability to guess the meanings 
of words containing classical roots other than those they were taught?

To answer the first question, students were given a test in which they were asked 
to analyze twenty test items into their smallest meaningful components. The 
students’ failure to correctly analyze more than 80% of the test items and their 
resort to wild guessing indicated that they were unaware of the analyzability. 
Moreover, the application of the relevant t-test showed that the students’ mean 
score on this part of the test was significantly below the assumed mean score 
(t = 109 p <.005). That is, the students’ mean score was too low to indicate that 
they were aware of the analyzability of these words. The results of this part 
thus support Bauer’s (1983, p. 44) claim that “new learners of a language may 
never consider the underlying motivation of complex forms and treat ... [them] 
as though they were monomorphemic.”

The item analysis of this part of the test showed that the mean level of difficulty 
(FV) of the items containing Greek roots was three times larger than that of 
items containing Latin roots. In other words, before taking the instructional 
course, these students found Greek roots three times easier to recognize than 
Latin roots. In order to answer the other three questions, however, these students 
were pretested, given an instructional course, and posttested over one month. 
The results of the two tests were statistically analyzed on two levels.

First, these results were analyzed in terms of the scores these students obtained 
on both tests. The low scores (mean score = 19.1%) these students obtained in 
the pretest, a substantial proportion of which was achieved by wild guessing, 
revealed not only that they did not know the meanings of most of these test 
words but also that they did not know how to deal with them, i.e., how to tease 
out their meanings.

Three implications were derived from this. In the first place, the ability of 
these students, and consequently Iraqi EFL learners, to deduce the meanings of 
English words containing Greek and Latin roots was very weak. Second, these 
results coincided with those of Part I in showing that these students were not 
aware of the analyzability of this type of words. Finally, the fact that the students 
failed to find out the meanings of these test words (along with the similar results 
of the pilot test) lent more credit to the utilization of the same test words in the 
posttest in order to show the progress (or lack of it) that these students made. 
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The markedly higher posttest results (mean score = 73.70), on the other hand, 
indicated that these students’ ability to guess the meanings of this type of 
words had improved considerably, almost four times as much. Moreover, as 
students managed to guess the meanings of 73.7% of these test words, it may be 
concluded that these students have become capable of deducing the meaning of 
(i.e., they have increased their receptive vocabulary by) 73.7% of all the English 
words containing any of these twenty-eight roots.

Comparing the mean scores of both tests using a correlated-samples t-test 
revealed that the students’ mean score on the posttest was significantly higher 
than their mean score on the pretest (t = 38.6 p<.005). Differences that are 
significant at the .005 level may be regarded as “very significant” (Edwards, 
1950:28), “highly significant” (Robson, 1973:35), or even “very highly 
significant” (Butler, 1985:71). Thus, the instructional course the students took 
could be said to have significantly improved their performance in the posttest. 
This answers question (2) stated above. The second level on which the results of 
the two tests were statistically analyzed was in terms of the test items!

As for items’ difficulty level, the FVs of the twenty-eight items in both tests 
were computed. Their values were classified into FVs of items containing 
Greek roots and items containing Latin roots. As far as the pretest results are 
concerned, the extent to which the mean FV of the first group was larger than 
that of the second (more than twice as much) revealed that these students, before 
taking the course, did not only find Greek roots easier to identity than Latin 
roots (as shown in Part I) but also found it easier to guess the meanings of test-
words containing Greek roots than of those containing Latin roots.

As for the posttest results (i.e., after being made aware of the analyzability of 
these words and being trained in deducing their meanings), students still found 
the meanings of words containing Greek roots easier to deduce than those of 
words containing Latin roots. However, the difference between the FVs of the 
two groups was smaller than that of the pretest results. 

These results, which correspond with Monson’s (1968, p. 35) claim that words 
containing Greek roots are easier to learn than words from Latin, may be 
attributed to two factors: first, the fact that Greek roots were borrowed more 
recently than Latin roots; and second, the fact that the use of Greek roots was to 
a large extent restricted to the vocabulary of science. Due to these two factors, 
Greek roots underwent far fewer linguistic changes, whether in form or meaning, 
than Latin roots. Moreover, since most of these Greek words were coined to 
designate specific scientific concepts, they maintained a close relationship 
between their overall meaning and that of their constituent parts.

Finally, to answer the fourth and last question that was raised at the beginning 
of this study, four more test words were added to those of the pretest and the 
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posttest. These words were English words containing Greek and Latin roots 
whose meanings were not taught to these students. 

The students’ responses to these four items in the pretest (mean score = 24.2%) 
revealed that most of these students could not guess the meanings of these 
words. The students’ scores on the posttest (mean score = 46%), on the other 
hand, showed that their ability to guess the meanings of these test words had 
increased, becoming almost twice higher, though none of the roots of these 
test words was taught in the intervening instructional course. This means that 
these students were able to transfer the training they received in analyzing 
words whose roots were systematically taught to them to other words whose 
component roots were supposedly unknown to them. The large extent to which 
students’ ability to guess the meanings of these words has improved also implies 
that, even before taking the course, these students had at least a general idea, no 
matter how vague, about the meanings of the four roots -logue, -viv-, -phon- and 
mort-, and that all that the course did, in this particular situation, was to teach 
them how to employ that knowledge to get the meanings of the test-words.

This transfer of training, as measured by the relevant formula, was found to 
be 89.6%. That is, these students managed to improve their ability to guess the 
meanings of these four test words by 89.6%. This large amount of transfer may 
be attributed to the total similarity of the stimuli eliciting the responses in Task 
A and Task B, to use Irion’s (1971, p. 257) terms. In other words, in both the 
instructional course and the posttest, students were presented with the same 
stimuli: English words containing classical roots. 

Conclusions 
The major findings of the current study were the following:

1. Advanced Iraqi EFL learners are unaware of the analyzability of English 
words containing Greek and Latin roots. Moreover, these learners’ 
command of this type of vocabulary items is markedly poor.

2. When made aware of the analyzability of these words, these learners 
will be able to increase their vocabulary considerably. This is because, 
unlike other methods of learning vocabulary, making students aware of 
the analyzability of words enables them to learn not only the example 
words they are systematically taught but also many other English words 
containing the roots of these example words. Moreover, this awareness 
will also improve the students’ ability to guess the meanings of words 
containing roots other than those they were taught.

3. Students find guessing the meanings of words containing Greek roots 
easier than those of words containing Latin roots.  
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Implications
Based on the conclusions arrived at, the researcher would like to outline the 
following pedagogical implications:

1. Textbook writers and teachers of vocabulary at the advanced level should 
pay more attention to teaching English words that contain Greek and 
Latin roots since these constitute more than two-thirds of all the words in 
English.

2. More attention should also be paid to the use of indirect means of vocabulary 
expansion since these would help advanced learners deal with the kind of 
English used by native speakers and help them become more independent 
and responsible for their own learning.
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Abstract: The use of digital tools in the teaching of languages has increased exponentially 
during the pandemic due to the imposed online teaching measure or what has become 
known as remote emergency teaching. Such tools have proved very efficient in diversifying 
class activities as well as in engaging students more and increasing their motivation. They 
have also triggered teachers’ imagination and inspired them to propose and develop a wide 
range of uses for these tools. Google Forms is one such platform that is easily accessible 
and can be employed for various purposes within a language class or outside it as extra 
material. This article explores the potential of this tool as a helpful supplement for the 
ESP class, with focus on vocabulary acquisition, consolidation and revision, spelling and 
correct equivalence of specialized terminology between L1 and L2, as well as grammar. 
The platform can be used both in online classes and face-to-face classes, therefore it is a 
universal tool, regardless of how education is organized. A wide variety of practice activities 
can be developed in order to facilitate active learning, improve students’ engagement in the 
discipline and motivate them to enhance their knowledge. 
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Introduction 
At the beginning of the pandemic, when all education was suddenly transferred 
online, there was the fear of not having the tools to cope. Then came the torrent 
of potential tools and gradually teachers became more versed in using various 
online instruments. Each teacher or institution chose one or more of these to 
implement and use regularly with their students. My first choice for material 
sharing back in March 2020 was Google Classroom because it was easy to 
use and accessible, therefore Google Forms was the natural next step. As the 
institution later began to use Microsoft 365 as its official education platform, 
the move from Google Forms to Microsoft Forms was easy as the two are 
similar both in functions and in scope. Thus, although this article explores 
Google Forms in particular, the activities can be easily transferred to other 
types of similar applications. Even though it started as a tool for online classes, 
forms can be easily transferred to any type of education, whether face-to-face 
or online, depending on needs. Both teachers and students have become quite 
proficient in using different types of platforms, accessing links, websites or 
phone applications, and using various gadgets, therefore technological literacy 
should no longer be an issue. Even so, no extensive proficiency is required in 
using Google Forms, or Microsoft Forms for that matter, because it is a user-
friendly instrument, easily accessible by both material creator and user. 

Literature review
As described by previous researchers, “Google Forms is a free online tool that 
can be used in the classroom to improve students’ participation, engage them 
in their learning, and evaluate their learning. Moreover, it is user-friendly, easy 
to administer, and helps instructors save paper and time grading assignments” 
(Nguyen et al., 2018, p. 79) or “an integrated web-based application that 
facilitates the design of online surveys, questionnaires, and quizzes with a 
user-friendly application programming interface” (Haddad & Kalaani, 2014, p. 
24.649.3). Since its inception in the late 2000s this application has been dedicated 
to the creation of surveys or questionnaires. In terms of its uses in education, 
considerable options have been discovered and implemented by teachers and 
researchers. A comprehensive article published online by the global blog for 
Oxford University Press – English Language Teaching in 2013 details the many 
possibilities of using Google Forms on a tablet or other devices, among these: 
student self-assessment and reflection, peer assessment, rubrics, classroom 
management logs, quizzes, tests and surveys, lesson planning, data collection 
as well as documenting personal development (El-Ashiry, 2013). 

Google Forms is very often used in elementary (Hidayah et al., 2021; Park 
& Ahn, 2021) and secondary education for classroom activities or learning 
material, but also increasingly in tertiary education (Djenno et al., 2015) for 
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the same purposes, especially after the experience of the pandemic when many 
such online tools were tested by teachers and then consistently employed even 
when school returned to the face-to-face format. A 2016 study (Kato et al., 2016) 
that explored the potential for self-regulatory learning in the case of students 
involved in activities designed on the Google Forms platform showed positive 
results with increased engagement and success in passing levels of achievement. 
A 2017 study (Chaiyo & Nokham, 2017) researched the students’ response to 
three similar platforms, including Google Forms, when used in class to improve 
learning, interaction, concentration, engagement, motivation and satisfaction. 
The results were less favorable towards Google Forms compared to the other 
two.

While Google Forms is most often used for surveys and data collection (Hsu & 
Wang, 2017; Knight et al., 2017 for creating metadata; Mondal et al., 2018 for 
medical surveys; Mansor, 2012 for managing students’ grades and attendance 
records; Bondarchuk et al., 2020 for monitoring teacher’s psychological state), 
its other important use in education is for assessment (formative or summative), 
continuous testing and obtaining feedback from the students in terms of the 
quality of the lessons, misconceptions, elements taught in class that were not 
fully understood and other similar problems that can be adjusted and adapted 
to the students’ needs (Haddad & Kalaani, 2014; Castro, 2018; Nguyen et al., 
2018; Jazil et al., 2019; Kurniawati & Lestari, 2020; Lailaturrahmi et al., 2020; 
Sari et al., 2020; Hakimah et al., 2021). For example, a 2013 study on the use 
of Google Forms as a classroom response system, getting feedback from the 
students on the information they received during class, found that “70% of 
students answering the survey agreed or strongly agreed that Google forms 
helped them learn course materials” and 74% “agreed or strongly agreed that 
Google forms as a classroom response system increased their engagement in the 
classroom” (Heckman & Gehringer, 2013).  

During the period of temporary shift known as emergency remote teaching 
(Hodges et al., 2020) at the beginning of the pandemic, the use of platforms 
increased exponentially and Google Forms was no exception. A 2021 study 
(Ferran et al., 2021) concluded on the students’ positive reaction to the use of 
Google Forms for asynchronous teaching during the pandemic, after their input 
was requested on the design of the forms. Increasingly Google Forms is used 
as a platform to design and convey learning material (Kato et al., 2016; Afiah 
at al., 2021; Ferran et al., 2021; Quyen & Anh, 2021; Rocha 2021) and this is 
because the use of this type of platform for educational purposes shifts the focus 
from the teacher to the student (Rocha et al., 2021), encourages active learning 
(Djenno et al., 2015), which has been proven to be more effective on long-term 
retention than passive learning (Masters, 2013), creative thinking (Rocha et al., 
2021) and self-reflection (Kato et al., 2016), all of which improve the learning 
act in the end.
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The context and the goal 
Elaborating the ESP materials and planning the course design should be based 
on needs analysis (Dudley-Evans & St John, 1998, p. 4) but the level of English 
proficiency must always be taken into account. Too ambitious goals for students 
that are not very proficient will result in a disaster. The students will not be able 
to cope with the level, become discouraged and learn nothing, and even develop 
a negative attitude towards the discipline (Navickienė et al., 2015, p. 107). 
Smaller goals will ensure better success. Therefore, an ESP class for students 
whose levels of proficiency are not very high should reinforce elements of basic 
English, something the students might have insufficient knowledge of, while 
also introducing elements of specialized English. It is a precarious balance, and 
lack of time or motivation from the students or other negative factors will easily 
upset it. Therefore, careful planning as well as plenty of creativity from the ESP 
teacher should ensure that the students will in fact gain skills and knowledge 
from the ESP class, even with lower levels of proficiency. 

Thus, given the rather low to intermediate level of proficiency in most of my 
classes, I set a very specific goal for the first semester of the first year of ESP. 
The target was that the students should be able to make a description using 
simple grammar but specialized vocabulary and specific phrases. Several 
factors and circumstances were taken into account. My students are enrolled in 
the natural science programs of biology, ecology, agriculture and horticulture 
and they take ESP classes during their first and second year, thus four semesters 
in total. Every semester I try to correlate the ESP vocabulary with the one 
they encounter in their fundamental courses. Thus, the students will learn 
the concepts and associated terminology in parallel, in L1 and L2. Given this 
similarity in English level and specialization, the factors and circumstances 
taken into account were as follows. Firstly, all four programs take fundamental 
courses of botany in the first semester, therefore the ESP class would be focused 
on plant vocabulary, which is rather an easy start for the students. Secondly, this 
common type of vocabulary and its level of difficulty makes it easier for the ESP 
teacher to develop the class activities with a simple and targeted focus, centered 
on developing certain specific skills (writing a descriptive text) while learning 
low-level specialized vocabulary as well as revising and consolidating basic 
elements of English vocabulary and grammar (present tense, the use of common 
verbs such as be, have, grow, rephrasing, using synonyms, irregular plural, etc.). 
All the lessons in this semester are designed in such a way to gradually lead to 
this final goal, to incorporate the specific vocabulary as well as the grammar 
necessary to contribute to this purpose. This unity of purpose is also helpful in 
the designing of the Google Forms corresponding to each lesson.

Although the vocabulary that the students learn in L1 in their botany class is 
highly specialized and very complex, I do not go that far in the ESP class, but 
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try to offer them the basics from which any further knowledge would ensue. For 
example, in the English class they will learn, among others, the major parts of 
a plant such as root, stem, leaf, flower, fruit, thorn, node, internode, receptacle, 
sepal, petal, stamen, pollen, pistil, ovary, ovule, parts of the leaf (petiole, 
blade, vein), types of fruits (botanical classification: drupe, berry, pome, 
hesperidium, legume/pod, achene, nut, capsule, caryopsis) and parts of fruits 
(stem/stalk, skin/rind, pulp/flesh, stone/pit, pip), and some common processes 
such as photosynthesis or pollination, but will not go into morphological 
and physiological details. For most students this type of terminology is quite 
enough in terms of complexity because they are in the initial stages of acquiring 
knowledge about these concepts in L1, therefore it is often hard to make sense 
of them in their native tongue, much less in a second language. 

While each lesson introduces new words, related gradually to each part of 
the plant, the increasing amount of terminology and other elements taught in 
class need to be consolidated before the next lesson and the next group of new 
terms. This is where one of the major problems intervenes, namely time, that is 
the time required to keep repeating and reinforcing the previous and growing 
information in order to make room for the next. The number of hours of ESP is 
allotted to each program according to the internal regulations of each program. 
Thus, while agriculture and horticulture are allotted two hours of ESP per 
week, biology and ecology are allotted one, and while two hours are still rather 
limiting given the parameters described previously in terms of proficiency and 
target, one is beyond insufficient, especially for those students that struggle. 
Therefore, the need for extra materials and activities is real and not just dictated 
by objective curriculum recommendations. 

Before 2020 extra materials were normally given in a printed form, or through 
email or online groups. However, I found these methods lacking. Feedback 
is important and that was not always satisfactorily offered due to constraints 
related to space or time. The compulsory nature of supplementary materials 
(curriculum requirements for individual study) was doubled by an actual need 
for extra work displayed by students interested in advancing. This need was 
either expressed directly or it was implied from their insecurity and struggle 
with the class materials. Offering the students a simple pile of materials or 
bibliography to do with as they please is never a solution. Supplementary 
activities would normally be carried out on platforms such as Moodle or Canvas 
but for institutions or teachers that do not have access to such platforms, other 
accessible tools were needed. The fact that we could no longer meet face to face 
because of the pandemic restrictions required an online solution. However, the 
amount of email and messenger traffic was enormous due to the lack of direct 
interaction during the first months of the pandemic and increasing it with such 
extra activities would have been overwhelming for both teacher and students. A 
different method was required and using forms seemed the most advantageous 
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way to cover many aspects of the problem because it was easily accessible, 
had the potential to be organized in a user-friendly manner, to offer a wide 
variety of activities with the possibility to employ multimodality, and to allow 
the students to work on the tasks at their own pace, in their own time and space, 
while providing immediate feedback. For me, the most important aspect was 
to be able to cover in these forms activities that were always sacrificed because 
of the lack of time, such as consolidation, reinforcement and revision by means 
of variety in the way the tasks were formulated so that the students would have 
more than one perspective on the usage of grammar or specialized vocabulary. 
All these would facilitate the mental process conducive to learning and long-
term retention.   

Thus, while in the classroom, virtual or actual, the target elements of grammar 
or vocabulary would just be presented and practiced briefly, the Google Forms 
corresponding to the respective lesson would offer a wide range of activities 
practicing at length the specific issues and offering the students the chance to 
revise and understand them at their own pace, a helpful task especially for those 
with lower levels of proficiency. The forms are normally structured into two 
sections, one specifically dealing with vocabulary and one practicing various 
grammar issues, which addresses those with beginner levels in particular. Such 
specific issues would be: the present tense (structure – how to construct the 
affirmative, negative and interrogative forms, and usage – a particular one being 
to describe something), irregular plural (found in scientific terms with Latin 
or Greek origin that are often encountered in botany, from the more common 
photosynthesis – photosyntheses to the more scientific caryopsis – caryopses or 
hesperidium – hesperidia), specific combinations of terms or phrases, learning 
and using simple adjectives related to the description of a plant in general (such as 
big/ small, thick/ thin, tall/ short, branched, etc.) but also specialized adjectives 
related to botany (deciduous/ coniferous, woody/ herbaceous, annual/ biennial/ 
perennial), as well as rephrasing through the use of compound adjectives (e.g. 
The leaves have a medium size./ The leaves are medium-sized) or synonyms. 
These are but a few examples and they are practiced with the purpose of 
understanding the use of the specialized vocabulary and grammar, sentence 
structure, of describing images (learning to see beyond the superficial and name 
specific parts as well as describe them), and much more. 

Implementation of the method was simple. A Google Form was created for 
each lesson, practicing the corresponding issues of vocabulary and grammar 
discussed during the lesson. Each form had very many entries and the emphasis 
was on variation, but each entry was usually kept short and to the point in 
order to avoid possible boredom and diminished focus. Each form had the same 
message at the beginning, a series of suggestions and pieces of advice on how 
to best tackle the forms. I tried to offer as much guidance as I could in carefully 
organized and concentrated sentence so that the suggestions should not be too 
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long or complicated. After every class I would send the students the access 
link to the new form on their messenger group. The following figures represent 
excerpts from the forms created by the author of this article. The images 
used were provided by Google within the form under the Creative Commons 
License. 

Figure 1 Figure 2

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate a simple identification exercise that was very 
commonly used in the forms. The students would have to recognize and name 
the plant parts in English. They are supposed to identify the first image (Fig. 
1) as a root, but they can also specify it is either a fibrous root or a taproot, as 
they received the terminology in class. These alternatives are offered in the 
feedback. The level of scientific complexity is kept low and what counts is for 
them to know the terminology in English rather than correctly identify the image 
from the scientific viewpoint. The second image (Fig. 2) prompts the students 
to remember as many fruit parts as possible (at least tree) and name them in 
English and Romanian. Whenever specialized vocabulary is involved, I insist 
on equivalency between L1 and L2. Any of the following would be correct: skin 
(coajă, pieliță), pulp/ flesh (pulpă), stone/ pit (sâmbure), stem (codiță), seed/ 
kernel (sămânță/ miez).
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Figure 3 Figure 4

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate a multiple choice exercise for the practice of adjectives 
and nouns specific to the plant parts provided in the images (flower and leaf). 
The students have to understand the meaning of each adjective or noun and 
choose the appropriate ones. Thus, the suitable choices for the flower are funnel-
shaped, purple and rounded corolla while the choices for the leaves are medium-
sized, pointed, narrow blade, visible veins and thin blade.

Figure 5 Figure 6

Figures 5 and 6 represent activities that are reserved for the end of the form as 
they are more complex and come as a conclusion requiring knowledge of most 
of the information revised over the entire form. The students are required to 
give a detailed description of a specific plant part (flower in Fig. 5 and fruit in 
Fig. 6). They should use the terminology, their knowledge about present tense, 
adjectives, verbs, prepositions, word order, rephrasing, etc., in order to construct 
a short descriptive paragraph.
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Figure 7 Figure 8
Fig. 7 represents a fragment from a long line of similar short entries mixing 
various fruit parts and adjectives. This is meant to emphasize and practice 
word order (adjective before noun – this is often a problem for Romanian 
native speakers because the adjective follows the noun in Romanian) as well 
as the specialized vocabulary related to the fruit: lentil pod, pear stem, juicy 
plum flesh, smooth pumpkin rind, peanut shells, hard and ripe acorns. Fig. 8 
exemplifies a multiple choice series practicing the correct word order in negative 
and interrogative present simple sentences. 

Figure 9 Figure 10

In my previous research I detailed the benefits of using translation as a 
technique in the ESP class for the introduction of new vocabulary, as well as 
for consolidation and revision (Chirobocea, 2018; Chirobocea-Tudor, 2021). 
These are a few examples used in the forms to practice various elements of 
language. Fig 9 illustrates exercises used for the distinction between nouns and 
verbs (pollination – to pollinate, development – to develop and germination – to 
germinate). Fig 10 illustrates exercises used for the practice of irregular plural 
and of the pairs either … or and both … and (either tubers or bulbs, either 
shoots or stems, either to pollinate or to germinate, both nodes and internodes, 
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both pith and epidermis, both buds and leaves). All the examples, of course, 
always contain specialized vocabulary.

Figure 11 Figure 12

Figures 11 and 12 exemplify grammatical translations, the former practicing 
prepositions (combination of sand and clay, pollinated by bumblebees and 
butterflies, the difference between croci and snowdrops, the perfume and nectar 
of flowers, type of oil, stage of development) and the latter practicing questions 
in the present tense, all using specialized vocabulary (Does the ovary wall 
separate into two layers?; Do you have any ripe plums?; Is the pod a dry fruit?; 
Is the pepo a modified berry?; Are these currants sweet?).

Discussion
The main advantages of using forms to supplement the lessons are that they 
compensate for the lack of time in the classroom to consolidate and revise, they 
allow for the use of variety in order to increase critical thinking and learning, 
they offer the students a form of self-evaluation at their own pace and thus a 
chance to improve as they are free to repeat the form as many times as they need. 
Since the lessons have specific vocabulary-oriented segments and grammar-
oriented segments, the forms also follow this pattern and revise both vocabulary 
and grammar, this time insisting more on how these interfere with one another 
in the particular usage specific to the natural sciences domain. Therefore, while 
some issues were just touched upon in class, the forms provided a multitude 
of activities that would allow the students the time to practice, revise and 
consolidate those issues. 

For the teacher, creating these forms represents an effort, but it pays off in the 
end because the result is a complex material that can be used again and again 
with each generation of students. The feedback that comes from monitoring the 
students’ activity on these forms helps the teacher notice patterns and recurring 
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problems that can be addressed either in class or by adjusting the forms 
accordingly, as other practitioners concluded as well (Nguyen et al., 2018, p. 
78). Also, being an online tool with limitless space, the forms can be improved 
upon every year as their settings permit editing at any time, so activities can be 
added, removed or modified. Easy access to multimodality sources means that 
images or audio and video links can be added to make the activities as visual as 
possible and as interesting and varied as possible, with only our creativity and 
imagination to guide us.  

I struggled with whether I should make the forms a compulsory activity but 
eventually chose to leave it optional and actually test the students’ willingness 
and disposition to do extra work, to see its value. Like in other aspects of our life, 
seeing the value in something does not necessarily compel us to make the effort 
because it requires concentration and discipline. Young people nowadays are 
stimulated by many distractions and teachers are competing for their attention 
against social media and other similar preoccupations. More than often, little of 
their time and focus remains for anything else. Google Forms have the advantage 
that they can be easily accessed and filled in on any smartphone, just like social 
media apps. However, beyond this accessibility comes the heavy part, actually 
doing the work, and that was sustained consistently only by approximately half 
the students.  

By putting this method into practice certain unpredicted aspects were revealed 
over time. For example, the immediate feedback provided is both an advantage 
and a disadvantage. It is an advantage for the teacher because it saves time and 
there is no need for a direct response to each student as it happens with homework, 
regular evaluations or other submitted tasks. It is an advantage for the students 
because they can see where they were right or wrong as soon as they submit the 
form and either take pride in their knowledge or correct themselves. It is also a 
disadvantage for the students because those direct discussions with the teacher 
involved more information, more personalized and specific explanations. A 
disadvantage for both teacher and students is that the existence of the correct 
answers encourages cheating as was the case with a student who submitted the 
form leaving all the spaces blank only to see the correct answers provided at 
the end. Not doing the work offers no benefits because hardly any knowledge 
is assimilated just by viewing a long line of answers, which undermines the 
desired effect of active learning. 

Another issue was anonymity. I weighed on whether I should keep the responses 
anonymous in order to encourage more participation or ask for the name of 
the student submitting the form. In the end I took a chance and requested the 
name, but did not make it compulsory and a few students left the space blank. 
I explained to the students that I would only monitor the involvement in this 
activity in order to register interest and take the effort into account for the final 
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mark, as well as record the recurring problems and adjust accordingly. I insisted 
that the effort was taken into account and not the accuracy of the answers. This 
lack of anonymity was also grounds for cheating, surprisingly. Some students 
filled in the answers and submitted the forms without interest in learning, 
but only to fake interest and maybe incur some good will from the teacher 
for the effort. I managed to filter these students because their answers were 
either too perfect (simply copied the terminology from the class materials) or 
the errors were those expected when a translation program is used, which meant 
the translation activities, for example, were made by means of a translation 
app or software and these usually have problems with the usage of specialized 
terminology. Again, just like in the previous example, by not actually making 
the mental effort of completing the work by themselves, these students reaped 
no true benefits, but rather cheated themselves. 

Another condition that would ensure the success of this extra work would be 
consistency. My advice to the students was to always go through the forms in 
between classes, from week to week, so that they would actually revise and 
consolidate, as well as develop the useful skills gradually, but many of them 
preferred to use the forms as a type of general revision before the exam. This 
probably resulted in a rushed effort and many were discouraged or overwhelmed 
by how much they did not know at that point, as the materials accumulated 
from class to class. Thus, although during the semester the number of students 
accessing the link and submitting the form was rather constant (about a quarter 
of those who attended classes), this number peaked before the exam. 

Conclusions
Students’ attitude was generally positive, with some requesting similar such 
forms for the next semester. An informal survey indicated that over 70% of 
those who actually used the forms found them useful or very useful. The 
students were aware of this tool, of its function and many of them used it, some 
sporadically, some consistently (approximately 12-15%), with a percentage per 
program (approximately half of the total number of students, not just those 
attending class regularly) that never used the form in their learning process. 

The experiment was a rather moderate success during the semester as it did 
not incur the constant involvement that I was hoping for. However, progress 
was observed during the final exam compared to the previous year when 
the students did not have access to the forms. This time their answers were 
comparatively better, more complex, using more specialized vocabulary, both 
quantitatively and qualitatively, and they were generally more aware of what 
the expectations were. Some types of activities were deliberately placed in the 
forms as a preparation for the exam and were indicated as such. So, overall, 
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their performance was visibly improved compared to their colleagues from the 
previous generation. 

Although the forms did not result in the expected high participation by the 
students, the fact that they were in fact used by half of them, given that work 
on the forms was optional, is in fact an encouraging result. In essence, these 
forms are a very useful material, especially for the ESP class where specialized 
vocabulary can be targeted with a wide range of activities, numerous options 
for multimodality and immediate feedback that can ensure active learning and 
long-term retention.
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Introduction
Language is a potent tool of communicating a person’s ideas and shaping the 
attitude of readers or listeners. Whoever uses language authoritatively and 
applies expressions in fresh contexts commands a large number of followers. 
According to Ogal, Gathigia and Maitaria (2019), creativity in the use of 
language keeps an audience glued to a speech or written text. In order to initiate a 
sustainable relationship through language, speakers often exploit socio-political 
experiences to create utterances that operate above grammatical functions. 
This is the opinion buttressed by Vrbinc and Vrbinc (2011) who point out that 
creative modifications of expressions may be made by writers or speakers to 
“achieve a particular effect” (p. 75). To appreciate creative language, a reader 
or listener needs both stylistic potential and linguistic competence to decode 
variant expressions within a communicative context. Therefore, consuming 
creatively modified expressions without perceptual tools of cognition robs an 
individual of the full capacity to decipher new meanings. 

Idiomatic expressions have fixed meanings and they are used to embellish 
communication. Holsinger (2013) undertakes a study on contextual application 
of idioms and observes that idiomatic expressions perform a decorative value 
in any text. It is for this reason that many writers and speakers sprinkle 
idioms on their language for communicative competencies. A study by Džanić 
(2013) indicates that although an idiom itself is creative, users often resort to 
modifications to achieve novelty of meaning in fresh settings. A reader, therefore, 
needs to engage in imaginative processes to unpack the modified idioms in 
fresh contexts. It is important to mention that idioms have fixed collocations and 
meanings assigned by their communities of origin. As Džanić (2013) argues, a 
decision to modify idioms is intentional and this step yields special meaning. 
This deliberate modification requires special cognitive apparatus that the aspects 
of grammar cannot provide.

The term “idiom” refers to an expression whose meaning cannot be directly 
deduced from its constituents. The meaning of an idiomatic expression is 
assigned by the particular community that has created it. According to Džanić 
(2007), idiomatic expressions have universally accepted meanings. Therefore, 
any modification of a canonical expression results in special meanings which 
require a thorough scrutiny of the socio-cultural setting of the modified idiom. 
Coulson and Oakley (2005) postulate that language involves thought and action 
and that the interpretation of abstract concepts such as modified idioms requires 
an in-depth analysis of the background of the utterance. Generally, an idiom, 
whether in its original form or modified, paints abstract imagery in the mind 
of the audience. This means that idiomatic expressions are classified with other 
ways of achieving abstract imagery such as metaphor, analogy, counterfactual 
reasoning, and metonymy. Fauconnier and Turner (2008) point out that formal 
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branches of linguistics (morphology, phonology, syntax, pragmatics, and 
semantics) fall short of the capacity to explain the meaning of abstract imagery. 
Further, Fauconnier and Turner (2008) observe that cognitive interpretation is 
the best approach for decoding idiomatic expressions. 

The motivation for using idiomatic expressions in speech or written texts has 
received a lot of scholarly attention from linguists. Generally, research on this 
topic proves that idioms make communication colorful and fascinating. This 
is the point buttressed by Liontas (2017) who perceptibly acknowledges that 
idioms are not only colorful but they also imprint a lasting image in the minds 
of the audience. It is interesting to note that whoever uses idioms in discourse 
achieves metaphoric reference which allows them to operate above normal 
sentential constructions. According to Ogal, Gathigia and Maitaria (2019, p. 
22), audiences are particularly drawn to the figurativeness of idiomatic texts 
because such discourses “take listeners above literal meaning.” A compelling 
phenomenon in communication is the deliberate flouting of the original structures 
of idioms with the aim of creating local understanding and special meaning. In a 
study exploring the role of abstract imagery in reinforcing audience’s thoughts, 
Sauciuc (2009) observes that competent users of idiomatic expressions shift to 
new figurative competencies by modifying idiomatic expressions. The results 
of such figurative shift are novel meanings that ordinary provisions of grammar 
cannot decode.   

Political discourses apply idiomatic expressions in either original or modified 
forms to carve a peculiar niche in communication. Kreiss (2016) reiterates 
that political discourse seizes the moment by sprinkling idioms on language 
to communicate multidimensional messages to the readers or listeners. On 
such occasions, idiom use triggers the audience’s cognitive apparatus to 
unpack the intended meaning. For purposes of local understanding, political 
discourse applies modified expressions to make a special appeal to supporters 
or followers in specific contexts. Nyairo and Ogude (2005) undertake a study 
on formulaic language and idiomatic expressions in Kenya and observe that one 
needs to immerse themselves in the social, political, economic and geographical 
contexts of emergent expressions. From the study by Nyairo and Ogude (2005), 
backstage cognition comes out as a powerful tool for interpreting modified 
idiomatic expressions in political discourse. 

Modification of idioms brightens up communication and triggers the audience 
to pursue meaning beyond literal expressions. It is important to mention that 
political discourse expands the frame of reference by engaging readers’ minds 
in new expressions that communicate contextually. According to Gurney 
(2014), any intentional modification of idioms in political discourse should not 
be overlooked. Instead, rigorous efforts should be devoted to the interpretation 
of the text through cognitive lenses. Although creative idiom use achieves the 
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purpose of communication, it is necessary to investigate the mechanisms that 
sustain allurement to political discourses. Gurney (2014) believes that audiences 
appreciate exciting discourses if they can relate to the user’s choice of words. 
Impressive language that flouts canonical forms utilizes cognitive principles for 
their effectiveness. Against this backdrop, the present study sets out to interpret 
modified idiomatic expressions in Kenyan political discourse using a Cognitive 
Linguistics perspective. 

Research Questions 

The study was guided by the following research questions:

i) What are the structural and lexical modifications of idiomatic expressions 
in the Kenyan political discourse?

ii) What are the vital relations between canonical and modified idiomatic 
expressions in Kenyan political discourse?

iii) How does the Conceptual Integration Theory (CIT) account for the meaning 
of modified idiomatic expressions in Kenyan political discourse? 

Theoretical Framework
The theory which guided the present study is Conceptual Integration Theory 
(CIT). This theory was developed by Fauconnier and Turner (2002) and improved 
by Coulson and Oakley (2005). Generally, the CIT provides a framework for 
conceptualizing the world around us. Also known as Blending Theory, the 
CIT handles both linguistic and non-linguistic aspects of communication by 
creating connections between language and how people comprehend concepts 
in particular contexts. Fauconnier and Turner (2002) observe that the CIT 
examines thought production, transfer and the establishment of meaning in 
different settings. To process the meaning of both linguistic and non-linguistic 
phenomena, the theory uses mental spaces to establish connections “between 
our understanding of language and the way we comprehend human thought and 
activity in general” (Fauconnier & Turner, 2002, p.8). The relationship between 
original expressions and modified items is processed through cognitive domains 
referred to as conceptual integration networks. 

Conceptual Integration Network helps the CIT to process meaning by 
establishing four mental spaces. These spaces include two input spaces, the 
emergent structure and the blended space (Omazić, 2003). The four-space 
network allows one to retrieve information stored in the mind and relate it to new 
contexts hence establishing new interpretations (Džanić, 2007). One important 
aspect of the CIT that enables it to interpret new expressions is a vital relation. 
A vital relation refers to the link between an original expression and the blended 
or modified one. According to Džanić (2007) decoding modified expressions 
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requires a thorough understanding of vital relations such as intentionality, 
identity, space, time, change, cause-effect, uniqueness, analogy, representation, 
similarity, part-whole, category, dysanology, role, and property. Apart from 
vital relations, the CIT uses processes such as composition, completion and 
elaboration. Fauconnier and Turner (2002) summarize the conceptual integration 
network as shown in the diagram below:

Fig. 1. Input Spaces 

To analyze a blended or modified expression using the CIT, one goes through 
three basic steps. First, a hypothetical blend or modified expression is introduced. 
Second, one describes the conceptual structure of the four spaces to establish 
a complete conceptual network. The process of describing the mental spaces 
involves the establishment of mappings or relationships among the mental 
spaces (Džanić, 2007). The third step involves the description of the blended 
space. In this process, one pays special attention to the information emanating 
from each mental space. Consequently, the preserved links from each space 
allow novel meanings to pop out automatically.

Methodology
This study was guided by a descriptive research design. A descriptive 
research design seeks to systematically describe research phenomena without 
manipulating the data. According to Hashemi and Babaii (2013), descriptive 
research design lends itself easily to qualitative studies because it allows 
researchers to survey and observe phenomena without interfering with any 
variable. Further, a descriptive research design was chosen for the present 
study because it integrates quantitative and qualitative approaches to research. 
The opinion of Hashemi and Babaii (2013) is buttressed by Rahi (2017) 
who mentions that “descriptive research seeks to observe and document an 
occurring phenomenon which cannot be ascribed an objective value” (p. 2). 
Bearing in mind that descriptive research design seeks to obtain information 
regarding the current state of particular phenomena in specific contexts (Rahi, 
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2017), the study purposively sampled ten (10) modified idiomatic expressions 
used during the Kenyan general electioneering period in 2017. The sampled 
idiomatic expressions were collected from newspapers published between May 
and October when official campaigns were conducted throughout the country.

The ten modified idiomatic expressions of political discourse were sampled 
from two major Kenyan newspapers:  Daily Nation and The Standard. These 
two newspapers were sampled because they constitute about 60% of national 
readership. According to Chege (2018), the Daily Nation commands a nationwide 
readership of 40% while The Standard is read by 20%. Nyabuga and Booker 
(2013) conduct a study on the readership of Kenyan newspapers and observe 
that electioneering periods register heightened interest in readers because of 
political heat in the country. Although there are other Kenyan newspapers such 
as The Star, The People Daily, Taifa Leo, Business Daily Africa, and others, the 
present study limited itself to the Daily Nation and The Standard because these 
two command a large market share and have a stable readership. 

Purposive sampling was employed in this study for certain reasons. First, 
purposive sampling allows a researcher to make generalizations about entire 
samples because each selected item has desirable characteristics. According to 
Acharya, Prakash, Saxena and Nigam (2013), purposive sampling is a convenient 
procedure since it targets respondents who “are at the right place at the right 
time” (p. 332). Second, the paper used purposive sampling because it has a 
low margin of error. Acharya et al. (2013) reiterate that purposive sampling 
undertakes random survey of research items and draws significant conclusions 
with minimal error margins. Before conducting purposive sampling, this study 
carried out a pre-research survey to determine whether Kenyan newspapers used 
modified or blended idiomatic expressions during political campaigns. After 
the survey, the study sampled ten blended idiomatic expressions and sought to 
explain their meanings using a Cognitive Linguistics approach. 

After coming up with a sample of ten (10) blended idiomatic expressions, the 
two researchers in this study engaged two other annotators for analysis. The 
annotators were trained on the tenets of the Conceptual Integration Theory (CIT). 
The study then used a discussion schedule in which the annotators identified the 
type of modification, established vital relations, and constructed mental spaces 
to allow new meanings to pop out automatically. The discussion schedule was 
guided by the background of each modified idiom. Further, the annotators used 
inter-rater reliability measures by allocating 0.25 points for unanimity on type 
of modification, vital relations and emergent meanings.

Findings and Discussions
The study found out that Kenyan political discourse highly uses modified 
idiomatic expressions to create novel meanings and appeal to audiences 
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creatively. The background of each of the 10 sampled idioms reveals that 
modification or blending is an intentional process. The table below presents the 
sampled idiomatic expressions: 

Table 1. Modified Idiomatic Expressions in Kenyan Newspapers 

Structural and Lexical Modification

From the sampled idiomatic expressions, the study found out that structural 
and lexical modification play an important role in achieving novel meanings. 
Structural or lexical modifications involve adjustment of the word order or 
replacement of the words that constitute the original or canonical idiomatic 
form (Džanić, 2007). The study established the following structural and lexical 
modifications of idiomatic expressions in Kenyan newspapers.

Substitution  •
The study found three (3) idioms whose canonical forms are substituted to 
communicate special meaning. It also emerged from the study that substitution 
of one or more constituents of an idiom involves sematic relationships such 
as synonymy, hyponymy, paronymy, and antonymy among others. In some 
instances, however, substitutes may be semantically unrelated. Substitution 
involves replacement of one or more lexical items with other words as shown 
in the cases below:

a) Two horse race-    “Camel and ostrich race” 

b) Long arm of the law-  “Wrong arm of the law”

c) Caught between the devil and the sea “Trapped between demons and rocks”
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In item (a) above, two horses have been replaced with two animals “camel and 
ostrich”. The relationship between the original idiom and the modified one is 
that of hyponymy. Horses, ostriches and camels can be broadly categorized as 
animals. The substitution is, therefore, homonymous. In item (b), the words 
“long” and “wrong” are semantically unrelated. However, by deliberately 
replacing the phoneme /l/ with /r/, the new idiom makes a totally different 
meaning from the original one. Item (c) has replaced the words “caught”, “devil” 
and “sea” with “trapped”, and “rocks”. 

Substitution and Addition  •
Under this category, the study identified two (2) modified idioms which have 
applied substitution and addition to communicate special meaning as shown 
below:

d) Lock horns-  “Lock jiggered mouths and heads”

e) Fight fire with fire  “Attack fire with cheap beer”

A close analysis of item (d) shows that the words “horns”, “mouths” and 
“heads” are parts of the body. They are, therefore, homonymous. However, it 
is interesting to note that the idiom “lock horns” consists of only two words. 
The modified form has added the word “jiggered” to the phrase “mouths and 
heads”. Therefore, this is a mixed type of modification because it involves both 
substitution and addition. In item (e), “fire” has been substituted with “beer”. 
However, the word ‘beer’ has been pre-modified by the adjective ‘cheap” 

Reconstruction  •
The study identified five (5) idiomatic expressions that have been reconstructed in 
varied communication contexts. Reconstruction is a type of lexical modification 
which involves total structural change of the original phraseological unit. The 
study found out that although reconstructed idioms share lexical compositions 
with the original forms, they are quite different in structure. The five reconstructed 
idioms are discussed below. 

f) Awkward squad   “Squad of   kleptocratic redoubts” 

g) Battle of nerves   “War of tomfoolery and kite flying lingo”

h) Drop one’s guard   “Be a guard of nothing burger”

i) Beat someone at their own game “Dissolve their own equations”

j) Quick on the trigger  “Fast to pull the mbus”

Idiom (f) is a multiword expression. However, the modified form has only 
retained the word “squad” and added three other terms to communicate a new 
meaning. Collected from the Daily Nation newspaper dated 9th May 2017, 
the modified expression “squad of kleptocratic redoubts” conjures images 
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of mismanagement by the government. It is for this reason that the terms 
“kleptocratic redoubts” are introduced. Idiom (g) is equally made up of two 
words. The modified form has substituted “battle” with “war” and replaced 
“nerves” with the phrase “tomfoolery and kite flying lingo”. Based on the 
context, it emerged that the battle shifts from nerves to language as denoted 
by the phrase “kite flying lingo”. This idiom has undergone a total structural 
change. It is, therefore, reconstructed. In item (h), (i) and (j), the idioms have 
undergone total structural changes by introducing new terms to the original 
form. Item (j) has further introduced the word “mbus” (prenasalized form of the 
word bus to communicate a special meaning. 

Vital Relations and the Meaning of Modified Idiomatic Expressions 

The second objective of this study was to investigate the meaning of modified 
idiomatic expressions using the vital relations that have been identified. The 
study established that a system of conceptual compression and interacting 
principles influence the creation and interpretation of blended meaning of 
idiomatic expressions. The ten (10) sampled idiomatic expressions indicated 
instances of vital relations as shown in the graph below:

 
Fig. 2. Distribution of Vital Relations across Modified Idioms 

Category  •
As a vital relation, category refers to a relationship based on membership to 
general groups and classes into which two items can be broadly classified. In 
other words, an original idiom and modified expression may relate in such a 
manner that the lexical items are members of broad groups with distinct features. 
The instances below were classified as category. 

i) Lock horns -   “Lock jiggered mouths and heads”

Idiom (i) has used lexical items such as “horns”, “mouths”, and “heads”. A close 
analysis of these terms shows that they are parts of the body. The lexical items 
are, therefore, related by the vital relation of category because they represent 
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various parts of the body. The idiom “lock horns” means to engage in a tussle 
where weapons or verbal attacks may be used. Collected from The Standard 
newspaper dated 18th May 2017, this instantiation featured the Nairobi County 
Gubernatorial aspirant Miguna Miguna who exuded confidence in clinching 
the seat against his political rival Peter Kenneth. Based on the context, the 
idiom “lock horns” has been modified to lock jiggered mouths to evoke special 
meaning. 

Horns and mouths are parts of the body with different functions. An animal 
uses a horn to attack an enemy. Similarly, a person uses the mouth to instigate 
verbal altercations. Just like one lifts, tosses, and tears an enemy using horns, 
the mouth is used to befoul one’s reputation. Also, horns are only effective if 
they are pointed. Turning to the context, it emerged that Miguna uses grandiose 
language to launch scathing attacks on anyone who does not subscribe to his 
political ideologies. This is in sharp contrast with Peter Kenneth who maintains 
a cool demeanor using measured expressions. The idea of jiggers plays a crucial 
role in the interpretation of the idiom lock jiggered mouths. Peter Kenneth 
served as the Member of Parliament for Gatanga Constituency between 2008 
and 2012. During his term, his constituency was plagued with jiggers. Based on 
this misfortune, Miguna views Kenneth as a failed politician. 

Jiggers are characterized by deep burrowing and unsightly infections. It is 
embarrassing to be infected with jiggers because these parasites paint a picture 
of poor hygiene and poverty. An organ infested with jiggers is abhorrent due 
to the ugly egg sacks with hollow spaces. To describe Peter Kenneth as an 
individual with jiggered mouth and head implies that his brain and mouth are 
defaced and unfit for political discourse. Whereas a horn is a potent tool used 
by a valiant soldier, a jiggered mouth is a crippled weapon in political battles. 
The annotators in this study established the meaning of the idiom lock jiggered 
mouths to be a face-off between a brainy individual and a mentally crippled 
politician.

ii) Two horse race -    “Camel and ostrich race” 

The modified expression “Camel and ostrich race” relates to the canonical idiom 
two horse race through category. The words “camel” and “horse” are broadly 
classified as animals. By substituting “horse” with “camel and ostrich”, the idiom 
uses the vital relation of category. The idiom two horse race means a contest or 
competition between two parties with a chance of winning. The modified idiom 
has substituted “horses” with a “camel” and an “ostrich” for special reasons. 
The idiom was collected from the Daily Nation newspaper dated 28th May 2017. 
The context indicates the clearance of presidential aspirants such as Abduba 
Dida of Alliance for Real Change Party, Dr. Ekuru Aukot of Thirdway Alliance, 
and Joe Nyaga who contested on an independent ticket. The horse refers to 
seasoned politicians who expressed their presidential bid. However, Nyaga and 
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Aukot referred to themselves as camel and ostrich respectively. This yielded the 
idiom “camel and ostrich race.” 

A horse is a fast animal that soldiers use during military conquests or wars. An 
ostrich is a bird with an impressive agility. A study by Daley, Channon, Nolan, 
and Hall (2016) indicates that the “gait dynamics of ostriches” make them 
streamlined and perhaps faster than even horses. A camel makes short sprints 
and may not endure long distances in any race. Joe Nyaga refers to himself as 
an ostrich because this is what his name signifies in Kiembu language. The 
image of an ostrich conjures notions of overconfidence and experience bearing 
in mind that Nyaga is more experienced in politics than Ekuru Aukot. The 
context suggests that the presidential race has no place for an inexperienced 
aspirant like Abduba Dida. Therefore, a “camel and ostrich race” limits itself 
to a contest between Nyaga and Aukot. Based on the political experiences of 
the two aspirants, the study established that a “camel and ostrich race” means a 
contest between an overconfident legislator and a novice contestant. 

iii) Caught between the devil and the sea   “Trapped between demons and rocks”

The instantiation in (ii) above is classified as a vital relation of category because 
of the relationship between sea and rocks. Generally, a sea is an expanse of water 
on the surface of the earth. A rock is defined as an expanse of hard material on 
the surface of the earth. Both the sea and rocks therefore, fall under the vital 
relation of category. The idiom caught between the devil and the sea means to 
be faced with two equally unpleasant situations from which one has to make a 
choice. The blended form “trapped between demons and rocks” was collected 
from a section of the newspaper where rioters made the lives of police officers 
miserable. The study established that although the word “sea” in the original 
idiom denotes a difficult situation, it is navigable. The blended idiom was 
collected from a section that described unruly protestors in Kisumu County. 
These rioters dared the police with slings, rocks, and stones. It is interesting 
to note that police had no facemasks when they lobbed teargas canisters on 
the protestors. Further, the protestors would sneak from the hideouts and hurl 
huge stones on the officers. Instead of the teargas affecting the protesters, it 
ended up irritating the police. The idiom “trapped between demons and rocks” 
denotes desperate police who wheeze, choke, and cough as they receive blow 
after blow from stones. Therefore, the annotators established that the idiom 
“trapped between demons and rocks” means to receive the wrath of one’s 
punitive measures in addition to the enemy’s savage attacks. 

Disanalogy •
The vital relation of disanalogy expresses the relationship “between two things 
that are completely different” (Džanić, 2007, p. 176). In other words, the lexical 
items that make up the canonical form and the blended idiomatic expression are 
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unrelated. The study identified three (3) instances of disanalogy as discussed 
below.

iv) Fight fire with fire  “Attack fire with cheap beer” 

Fire in the original idiom implies shooting a gun or releasing a bullet to kill an 
enemy. In the context of the blended idiom, beer refers to an alcoholic drink 
used by revelers. An analysis of war and merry-making contexts shows that fire 
and beer are disanalogous. To interpret the meaning of “attack fire with cheap 
beer”, the annotators immersed themselves in the context of its usage. First, the 
idiom was collected from the Daily Nation dated 23rd June 2017. It featured the 
presidential hopeful Raila Odinga seeking to legalize chang’aa (local brew) as 
part of his manifesto. Raila’s justification for this recommendation was that the 
fight against local brew had become futile and there was need to break loose 
from the anti-alcohol campaigns and legalize the drink. 

The annotators conducted a comparative analysis of beer and fire to come up 
with the special meaning of the blended idiom. First, fire is hot while beer is often 
served cold. Second, fire has no smell while beer is characterized by a strong 
smell. Third, whereas fire consumes a whole substance, beer gives a short-lived 
gratification and leads to memory loss and blackouts. Also, fire is entrusted to 
self-controlled and sober fighters while beer is consumed by irrational and rash 
individuals. Further, fire vigorously initiates actions while beer deactivates the 
brain and makes revelers disorderly. Considering the gravity of the presidential 
seat in Kenya, it emerged that “attack fire with cheap beer” means to apply 
ludicrous and irrational strategies in a severe warfare. 

v)  Beat someone at their own game     “Dissolve their own equations”

The reconstructed idiom “dissolve their own equations” consists of lexical 
items that do not relate to the words contained in the original idiom. The study 
classified the idiom under the vital relation of disanalogy. Collected from the 
Daily Nation newspaper dated 16th May 2017, the idiom features four women 
contesting for the position of County Woman Representative in Isiolo County, 
Kenya. Tiyah Galgalo, the incumbent Woman Representative, is described as a 
proud aspirant who boasts of her stable political and professional connections. 
The idiom “beat someone at their own game” means to use one’s techniques to 
outshine them in a battle. The modification of this idiom requires contextual 
investigation. 

The overconfidence and pride of Tiyah Galgalo parallels the attitude of the 
other aspirants such as Rehema Dida and Betsy Kaari who brag about their 
seasoned experience and firm connections. However, their political rival Nasibo 
Abdirahaman, the youngest contestant, promises to “dissolve their equations”. 
The article by Jebet (2017) implies certain aspects that can be used to distinguish 
between gamers and equation dissolvers. First, in political matters, gamers are 
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veteran lawmakers whose confidence lies in alliances while equation dissolvers 
are novices who only trust on the will of the majority. Second, political gamers 
are known for making unrealistic promises while equation dissolvers formulate 
achievable manifestos. Also, gamers are proud of their head start in politics 
while equation dissolvers are fresh entrants who use humility as the only tool 
to appeal to the masses. Finally, gamers master the art of name dropping while 
equation dissolvers are lone rangers with no name to cling to. With all these 
considerations, the annotators found that Nasibo Abdirahaman seeks to clinch 
the seat by dissociating herself from proud individuals. Therefore, the meaning 
of “dissolve their own equations” is to appeal to voters through sincerity and 
humility. 

vi) Quick on the trigger  “Fast to pull the mbus”

The meaning of the idiom quick on the trigger is to be eager to fire at a person. 
The idiom implies that one is often ready to attack an enemy using readily 
available weapons. Used in a political context, the idiom quick on the trigger 
describes the intentions of a lawmaker who is ready to launch an attack on 
their opponents. The modified form “fast to pull the mbus” features the political 
sentiments of Kiraitu Murungi who has served as a Member of Parliament for 
many years. Collected from The Standard newspaper, the background of the 
idiom “fast to pull the mbus” highlights how Kiraitu Murungi has passionately 
supported the manifestos of previous governments in Kenya. The article 
particularly points out how Kiraitu has been instrumental in President Daniel 
Moi and Mwai Kibaki’s regimes. It emerges that Kiraitu Murungi was one of the 
kingpins during the merger between The National Alliance (TNA) and United 
Republican Party (URP). It is ironic to mention that Kiraitu terms Jubilee Party 
a political bastard, yet he zealously helped in its formation. The resolute support 
he once gave to the government is apparently fading and instead of shooting at 
the enemy, he pulls the “mbus” (bus) backwards. It is at the point of expressing 
buyer’s remorse that the idiom “fast to pull the mbus” finds its special meaning. 
Based on the vital relation of dysanalogy, “fast to pull the mbus” means to 
renege and regress in thought at a critical political time. 

Intentionality •
Two items are related by intentionality if the relationship between them 
implies desire, hope, fear, intention and memory. According to Džanić (2007), 
intentionality is a particularly important vital relation because it reveals the 
motivation for feelings, thoughts and human actions. In other words, two items 
are related by intentionality if one triggers or motivates the occurrence of 
another. The present study identified one modified idiom in this category:

vii) Awkward squad        “Squad of   kleptocratic redoubts” 
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The idiom awkward squad means “a group of individuals who obstruct progress 
or express dissent in an organization.” The item “squad of kleptocratic redoubts” 
was collected from the Daily Nation newspaper dated 8th May 2017. Writing 
about graft in the Kenyan Government, Gaitho (2017) used the modified item 
“squad of kleptocratic redoubts” to evoke special meaning. The background 
of the item suggests that skyrocketing food prices have been decried by many. 
It is interesting to note that Kenya is a productive country that can sustain all 
the individuals through agriculture. However, the government hoards food 
items and lies to citizens that drought has caused food shortage. At the time 
when election campaigns are in top gear, loyalty to politicians is reinforced 
through food handouts. Gaitho (2017) points out that an awkward squad uses 
strategies such as sabotage and treachery to achieve their mission. In a similar 
way, the government has betrayed citizens by rewarding criminal agents of food 
production during electioneering period. These agents of food production are 
manipulated by the government to mislead people on food shortage. Against 
the backdrop of the intentions of the government, the meaning of the blended 
idiom “squad of kleptocratic redoubts” comes out as a government comprising 
of recurrent thieves who manipulate citizens through disingenuous excuses. 

Cause-Effect •
When one element is understood as the result of another, the vital relation 
between them is that of cause-effect. This relationship implies that the present 
situation can be traced to certain occurrences in the past. The study identified 
one modified idiom that meets the criteria of cause-effect.

viii) Drop one’s guard  “Be a guard of nothing burger”

To drop one’s guard means to be less vigilant especially at a critically dangerous 
time. The item “be a guard of nothing burger” was collected from a section 
of The Standard newspaper dated 1st September 2017. This article was written 
by Makau Mutua who is a distinguished professor of law. Mutua (2017) paints 
a vivid picture of the Attorney General’s ineptness and ignorance during the 
nullification of the 2017 Presidential Election results. It emerges from the article 
that the Attorney General (Githu Muigai) manipulates the Kenyan constitution 
in a rather ridiculous fashion to suit the needs of the presidential aspirants. 
The explanation used in the article mirrors the observation of Cîmpean (2017) 
who describes a nothing burger as a person who is entrusted with sensitive 
responsibilities but he messes his office. 

The annotators established that for one to drop their guard, they have to forget 
their weapons. In the same way, a nothing burger in the constitutional context 
possesses scanty legal knowledge. Second, one who drops their guard has little 
regard for training. Turning to the Attorney General, the article reveals that 
he manifests serious knowledge gaps and often resorts to guesswork. Another 
interesting aspect of a soldier who drops guard is that they are easily manipulated 
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by the enemies. Similarly, the Attorney General is tossed by political leaders 
and he acts as their rubberstamp. The result of dropping one’s guard is often a 
waterloo defeat. Makau Mutua refers to the lost war in ICC to convince readers 
of the maladroit way in which Githu Muigai handles constitutional affairs. The 
meaning of the idiom “be a guard of nothing burger” comes out as a politically 
convenient goalkeeper in guise of a chief legal advisor. 

Representation •
When one input corresponds to the elements in another input, the vital relation 
is that of representation. This shows that an item is a portrayal of the actual 
element. The study collected one idiom that meets the criterion of representation 
as a vital relation.

ix) Battle of nerves  “War of tomfoolery and kite flying lingo”

The reconstructed idiom “War of tomfoolery and kite flying lingo” featured on 
1st October 2017 after the presidential elections were nullified by the Supreme 
Court. Written by Wangari (2017), the article describes how The National Super 
Alliance Party (NASA) aspirants began appealing to intelligent attorneys to 
help them interpret the constitution for a democratic election. The meaning 
of the idiom battle of nerves is a conflict in which nobody is willing to back 
down. The writer uses the phrase “tomfoolery and kite flying lingo” to depict 
the kind of manipulative language the NASA politicians are using to sway their 
followers. Certain links can be established between battle of nerves and kite 
flying lingo. First, one who engages in a battle of nerves remains resilient in the 
fight. In the same manner, NASA leaders are stubbornly determined to appeal 
to lawyers and general public. Second, a battle involves all manner of crude 
weapons aimed at weakening the enemy. Turning to the article, it emerges that 
NASA leaders resort to logical fallacies, intense propaganda, and manipulative 
rhetoric to win the elections. Further, a battle involves strategies of making the 
enemy afraid. NASA leaders equally use law jargon to threaten their opponents. 
Bearing in mind that the jargon used by NASA leaders represents the actual 
intention of instigating a post-election warfare, the vital relation helps in 
suggesting the meaning. “War of tomfoolery and kite flying lingo”, therefore, 
means a cunningly devised rhetoric that can cause an insurrection. 

Property  •
Property as a vital relation links two items if they share a characteristic. The 
elements in one input space may share characteristics. In such instances, the 
shared features warrant the description of the vital relations as property. The 
study identified one item that relates with the original idiom through property. 

x)  Long arm of the law - “Wrong arm of the law”
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The above item was collected from The Standard newspaper dated on 21st August 
2017. This was just two weeks after the General Elections had been concluded 
and President Uhuru Kenyatta announced the winner. The article features irate 
citizens of Siaya County who held demonstrations to oppose the presidency of 
Uhuru Kenyatta. It is interesting to note how the demonstrators took advantage 
of their large numbers and began pelting and insulting police officers who tried 
to calm them down. The idiom long arm of the law means “far-reaching power 
of the government authorities”. The idiom implies that there is nowhere an 
offender can go without facing the wrath of the law enforcers. The backdrop 
of the blended idiom suggests that Kenyan police officers are characterized by 
ruthlessness, cruelty, excessive use of force, and inattentiveness to the pleas 
of the victims. By using the word “wrong” in place “long”, the idiom achieves 
special meaning. Having tried to calm the demonstrators with little success, 
the police officers in Siaya used “the wrong arm of the law” by clobbering irate 
citizens. Therefore, the idiom “wrong arm of the law” means to apply violent 
means to tame  or calm an irate mob. 

Conclusions
This study endeavored to interpret modified idiomatic expressions using the 
tenets of the Cognitive Integration Theory. The study had two objectives: to 
explore the structural and lexical modification of idiomatic expressions and to 
interpret the modified forms using vital relations. The study has established that 
Kenyan newspapers use colorful language to evoke special meaning especially 
within political contexts. The motivation to flout the canonical forms of 
idiomatic expressions is intentional and geared towards communicating special 
messages to readers. The study has also found out that political discourses apply 
idiom modification strategies such as substitution, addition, and reconstruction 
to achieve communicative value. Vital relations such as category, intentionality, 
dysanalogy, cause-effect, and property have been extensively used to modify 
idioms in political discourses. The study concludes that modified idiomatic 
expressions make political discourses brilliant and more appealing. Also, the 
interpretation of modified expressions requires a firm understanding of tenets 
such as vital relations and blending strategies. This paper recommends that 
readers should use the lenses of Cognitive Linguistics to interpret the meaning 
of linguistic phenomena when grammar fails to provide backstage cognition. 
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Introduction
Modern linguistics studies the multiple aspects of language and its use, including 
its functioning and evolution. Various research methods open insight into the 
very essence of language but as a rule, each branch of linguistics applies its 
own set of methods. One of the common methods used in different branches of 
linguistics is the comparative study of languages. 

There are several approaches to linguistic comparison – comparative historical 
linguistics, typological linguistics, and contrastive linguistics. Unlike the 
other two comparative approaches, contrastive linguistics aims at finding and 
describing similarities and differences in languages rather than grouping them 
genetically or typologically. It focuses on pairs of languages and explores their 
similar or different nature.

In this paper, we will present an overview of contrastive studies at the level 
of discourse, which will allow to draw conclusions about the relevance of 
contrastive linguistics as a method together with its main issues and trends. 
These conclusions will be based on a small-scale research of publications in 
Contrastive Linguistics journal employing contrastive analysis.

Theoretical background
The nature of contrastive linguistics

Contrastive linguistics refers to cross-linguistic studies which involve a 
systematic comparison of two or more languages, which are not always related 
or have had contact with one another, with the aim to describe their similarities 
or differences for the purposes of language typology, foreign language teaching 
and theory of translation. From the perspective of the general framework 
of comparisons within and between languages it represents a synchronic 
interlingual comparison. Other synonymous terms for contrastive linguistics are 
contrastive analysis and contrastive studies. (Danchev, 2001, p. 10; Hasselgǻrd, 
2002, p. 98; Ke, 2019, pp. 4-8; Krzeszowski, 2011, p. 9). 

Contrastive linguistics differs from comparative linguistics, therefore, the two 
terms are not interchangeable. The two concepts are in hierarchical relation 
as shown in Figure 1. The term comparative linguistics is a hypernym which 
covers two main and relatively autonomous branches of general linguistics, i.e. 
comparative historical linguistics and contrastive linguistics. According to the 
main focus of the studies contrastive linguistics is divided into three branches, 
covering issues related to foreign language teaching, theory of translation, and 
language typology. Typology-oriented contrastive studies also consist of three 
branches depending on the number and the type of the languages researched. 
Such studies can be universal, group, and bilateral. The latter type of studies 
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are the most numerous as they can reveal most clearly the specific features of a 
language contrasted to a particular native language (Danchev, 2001, pp. 51-52).

Contrastive linguistics usually has an applied perspective in areas such as 
translation studies and language pedagogy. At the same time, it may also be more 
theoretically oriented by investigating how a universal category X is realized 
in languages A and B (Hasselgǻrd, 2002, p. 99). It is claimed that contrastive 
studies are not dependent on any particular theoretical framework. However, 
Krzeszowski (2011, p. 10) argues that contrastive linguistics is dependent both 
on descriptive and on theoretical linguistics. Descriptive linguistics is important 
in the sense that no comparison of languages is possible without their prior 
description. On the other hand, no reliable exploration can be conducted without 
a theoretical background. Danchev (2001, p. 24) found out that contrastive 
studies have been conducted from the perspective of various linguistic theories 
and approaches and usually ascribe to the dominant theories of the languages in 
focus. The main issue is the selection of the same conceptual and terminological 
instruments when describing and contrasting two and more languages.

 
Fig. 1. Contrastive linguistics in relation to other disciplines.  

Adapted from Danchev, 2001, p. 51.

The successful comparison presupposes that the items compared have something 
in common. This makes the identification of a “third term” of paramount 
importance. Such metalanguage that can provide a frame of reference for 
comparison independently from the two contrasted objects represents the 
main methodological issue. Various third terms, also referred to as tertia 
comparationis, have been used. They can focus on three aspects:

formal aspect, studying the similarity of form or grammatical  •
categorization; 
semantic aspect, exploring the similarity of meaning;  •
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functional aspect, examining the similarity of communicative purpose,  •
genre, etc.

Translation equivalence has also been used as a tertium comparationis in 
studies based on parallel corpora (Krzeszowski, 2011, pp. 15-22). Three more 
approaches to contrasting languages can be applied. The common frame of 
reference can also include the surface structures, the deep structures and the 
translation equivalence (Danchev, 2001, p. 17).

Types and levels of contrastive analysis

Danchev (ibid., pp. 45-50) identifies six types of contrastive studies:

(1) Synchronic, diachronic and combined;

(2) In terms of language levels

According to this criterion, differentiation is made between micro- and macro-
contrastive analysis (Ke, 2019, pp. 4-8). Micro-contrastive analysis is concerned 
with language structure and is performed at four structural levels of language, 
i.e. phonetics, phonology, lexis, and grammar. This is the traditional mode of 
contrastive linguistics. Macro-contrastive analysis has a broader perspective of 
linguistic analysis. Its major concern is language use and is performed at the 
level of text and pragmatics.

Contrastive studies are unevenly distributed according to this criterion. Most 
of the contrastive studies are conducted at the level of grammar, phonetics and 
phonology, while there are fewer contrastive studies at the level of lexicology 
and much fewer at textual level and word formation.

(3) Theoretical and/or applied contrastive studies 

Theoretical contrastive studies are usually conducted within the framework of 
language typology. Applied contrastive studies are motivated by the needs of 
foreign language teaching and theory of translation. However, a distinct line 
between theoretical and applied contrastive studies cannot be drawn.

(4) In terms of the number of contrasted languages 

According to this criterion bilateral and multilateral contrastive studies can be 
distinguished. 

(5) In terms of the manner of contrasting languages 

There are one-way and two-way contrastive studies;

(6) In terms of the degree of kinship between the contrasted languages 

Three types of contrastive studies can be differentiated: contrastive studies 
of closely related languages, of distantly related languages and of unrelated 
languages.
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History and development of contrastive linguistics

Contrastive methods have a long history in linguistics. Boyadjiev (2004) 
and Krzeszowski (1995) mention the first attempts at classifying languages 
on the basis of their genealogical ties that go back to the Renaissance. These 
methods are part of the approaches to linguistic comparison together with 
comparative historical linguistics and typological linguistics (Danchev, 2001, 
pp. 55-60; Krzeszowski, 2011, p. 9; Pirozhkova, 2016, p. 159). Comparative 
historical linguistics was the first linguistic discipline that put comparison on 
a scientific basis. It originated in Germany at the beginning of the 19th century 
and is associated with the names of F. Bopp and J. Grimm, the Danish linguist 
R. Rask and the Russian A. Vostokov (Boyadjiev, 2004, pp. 234-235). The 
aim of the comparative historical method is to compare related languages   in 
order to identify common generic patterns of their development while the 
essence of the contrastive method is to establish and analyze the common and 
different features of two or more languages where the genetic relationship of 
languages   is not necessary. The foundations of contrastive linguistics as part 
of the comparative method were laid down by Baudouin de Courtenay at the 
beginning of the 20th century with the publication of his study of Polish, Russian 
and old Church Slavonic, i.e. old Bulgarian, which by its nature represented 
contrastive grammar. The term “contrastive linguistics” was used for the first 
time by Benjamin Lee Whorf in 1941 in his paper “Language and Logic” but 
started to be used intensively at the end of 1960s. Thus the origins of contrastive 
linguistics can be found both in Europe and in the USA. It must be noted that 
contrastive linguistics which developed as a branch of applied linguistics in 
the USA in the 1940s and 1950s was neither the first, nor the only source of 
contemporary contrastive studies. Chronologically, it is the fourth source of 
contrastive studies, the first three being the Prague school, the Russian and 
Soviet school, and the Geneva school (Danchev, 2001).

The development of the contrastive linguistics in the USA was brought about 
by the combination of three factors: the need for quick and effective second 
language teaching, the popularity of behaviorist theory in learning, and the 
flourish of structural description of language (Ke, 2019, p. 17). The application of 
Structural Linguistics to foreign language teaching was based on the following 
assumptions: (1) the main difficulties in learning a new language are caused by 
interference from the first language; (2) these difficulties can be predicted by 
contrastive analysis; (3) teaching materials can make use of contrastive analysis 
to reduce the effects of interference (Hasselgǻrd, 2002, pp. 98-99). 

The pedagogic interest in contrastive analysis declined in the late 1960s due 
to two main reasons (Ke, 2019, p. 18). The first one was the newly emerged 
approaches to psychology and linguistics, namely cognitive psychology and 
Transformational Grammar. The second one was the replacement of interference 
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by other explanations of learning difficulties. It was discovered that contrastive 
descriptions were only able to predict part of the learning problems encountered 
by learners. In terms of the two types of errors that could be distinguished – 
interlingual and intralingual – contrastive analysis was able to predict only the 
former.

Interestingly, the relative decline of contrastive linguistics in the USA coincided 
with a growing interest into this research area in Europe. Contrastive linguistics 
was not solely associated with L2 teaching. As pointed out by Danchev (2001, 
pp. 63-71) there was a more balanced relation between its theoretical and 
applied aspects without a marked adherence to a certain linguistic approach. 
What is more, a number of large-scale contrastive programmes were launched 
in Europe in the 1960s. They focused on English which was contrasted to the 
native languages of the countries like Yugoslavia, Poland, Romania, Hungary, 
Finland, Sweden, Germany, Belgium, Denmark, and the Netherlands.  

Current trends in contrastive studies

In recent years contrastive analysis has been applied to areas such as the 
theory and practice of translation, L2 writing, understanding and description 
of particular languages, language typology, the study of language universals. 
Interdisciplinary studies, such as those that make links between contrastive 
linguistics and translation, lexicography, corpus linguistics, language teaching 
and learning, genre studies and cultural studies have been published where the 
main emphasis is on the comparison of languages. 

Any aspect of language may be covered in contrastive studies, including 
vocabulary, phonology, morphology, syntax, semantics, pragmatics, text and 
discourse, stylistics, sociolinguistics and psycholinguistics. These studies make 
use of both micro-linguistic and macro-linguistic approach (Danchev, 2001, 
pp. 89-91; Ke, 2019, pp. 8-9). Micro-linguistic analysis compares the structure 
of linguistic systems, whereas macro-linguistic analysis focuses on their 
realizations in speech and the factors which underlie certain linguistic forms 
and their variants. As pointed out by Danchev (ibid.), it is this macro-linguistic 
widening of the analysis which represents the new trend within comparative 
linguistics. It is realized by the incorporation of speech production which is 
of two types – translated, usually translation corpora, and non-translated, i.e. 
produced by native speakers and foreign language learners.

According to Pirozhkova (2016, pp. 159-160), the current growth of interest in 
comparative studies is motivated by the following reasons:

the need to identify the universal features of the language material; •
the desire to describe the national picture of the world of speakers of  •
different languages;
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the need to improve bilingual dictionaries, where national-specific  •
features of the semantics of translation correspondences are indicated;
the interest in the study of the national specifics of semantics and the  •
study of the national specifics of linguistic thinking;
the enlargement of the scope of foreign language teaching.  •

Particularly interesting are contrastive studies of political communication as 
pointed out by Chudinov (2006, pp. 27-28). There are at least two reasons for 
that. On the one hand, each country is characterized by nation-specific ways 
of perception and linguistic representation of the political reality which can be 
explained by the national mentality and the historical conditions under which a 
certain political culture is formed. On the other hand, comparison of political 
communication within different countries and epochs allows researchers to 
differentiate between the self and the other, the occasional and the natural, 
the unique and the peculiar. This broader perspective contributes to a better 
understanding between peoples and intercultural tolerance.

Contrastive analysis of political texts is a potent area of research as pointed 
out by Pirozhkova (2016) in her overview of the methodology and methods for 
contrastive analysis of political texts. Thirty-six Russian extensive academic 
publications (monographs and PhD theses) were examined. The main findings 
show that the contrastive analysis was conducted in terms of metaphoric 
modelling, intertextuality, specific personal rhetorical style, communicative 
strategies and tactics, representation of ideological systems, multimodal 
representation of political events. 

The trend of applying contrastive analysis in studies of specialized discourses 
can be traced in Bulgarian publications as well. Todorova’s monograph 
(2014), for instance, examines various linguistic and cultural aspects of print 
advertisements as part of media discourse. Advertisements are considered as a 
text type which reflects the specific features of a certain language and culture. 
The employment of the contrastive method allows to examine the relation 
between language (Bulgarian and English) and culture (Bulgarian, British and 
American) in order to draw the conclusion that this relation is complicated and 
contradictory. The reason is its dependency on the value systems which can be 
given various meanings and interpretations during different periods.

Shamonina and Kostova’s (2013) handbook of academic communication takes an 
applied, not a typological perspective. It focuses on academic discourse in three 
languages, i.e. Bulgarian, English and Russian, by combining contrastive and 
genre analysis. The expectation is that scholars from one language background 
may transfer features of academic language and genres in their L1 into the foreign 
language they use. Knowledge of these likely areas of transfer is emphasized 
as the handbook is not merely a dictionary providing translations. By collecting 
texts from the same genres in these three languages the rhetorical features 
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are made visible and can easily be compared and contrasted. This platform of 
comparison between texts helps to identify equivalencies and differences at the 
text level, at the conceptual level, and at the linguistic level. Many academics 
today are well aware that reliance on the practices in one’s native language 
can lead to mismatch with the expectations in the foreign language. Thus, 
knowledge of norms and variations of genre across cultures can be expected to 
assist avoiding potential pitfalls in the construction of specific text types.

Similar purposes of pedagogic intervention underlie the recently published 
monograph by Blagoeva (2019). By employing both the contrastive and corpus 
methods, it studies the cohesive devices in the Bulgarian-English interlanguage 
used in academic writing by advanced Bulgarian learners of English.

Methodology and research questions
Despite the publications and achievements discussed above, contrastive studies 
at the textual, discourse, pragmatic and sociolinguistic level do not seem to be 
proliferating. A small-scale research of the articles published in the Bulgarian 
journal Contrastive Linguistics was conducted in order to make an overview of 
the current trends in contrastive studies. The choice of this particular journal 
has a twofold motivation. First, it is the first specialized journal devoted to 
contrastive linguistic analysis at international level. Compared to Languages in 
Contrast, the renowned international journal for contrastive linguistics, it has 
a twice longer publication history of more than four decades. The contrastive 
studies investigate more than fifty languages and are published in six languages 
– Bulgarian, Russian, English, German, French and Spanish. Second, except for 
vocabulary, phonology, morphology, syntax and semantics, the research articles 
cover other aspects of language as well, including text and discourse, pragmatics 
and sociolinguistics. Thus, the variety and time span of the publications allow 
to gain insight into the development of contrastive linguistics and to make 
conclusions about the need of the contrastive approach, the type of linguistic 
phenomena studied and the preferred methods of contrastive analysis.

Twenty articles published in the Bulgarian journal Contrastive Linguistics have 
been identified to study language above sentence level. They belong to two 
periods as shown in Table 1. The first period covers a time span of 34 years 
between 1976, the year when the journal was issued for the first time, and 2009 
when the annotated bibliography of the articles in Contrastive Linguistics was 
published (Assenova, 2009). The second period encompasses 13 years between 
2010 and 2022. The division between the two periods refers to the way the 
articles have been counted and selected. For the selection of the articles from 
the first period the annotated bibliography was used while for the selection of 
the articles from the second period the author counted and annotated the articles 
herself.
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The research questions which the present study aims to answer are:

1.  Is there a significant trend of macro-linguistic widening of the contrastive 
analyses published in Contrastive Linguistics journal? If yes, which aspects 
of language above sentence level are studied?

2.  What motivates the current growth of interest in contrastive studies of 
specialized discourses? Which languages are compared?

3.  Does the new trend of contrastive studies aim at having broader implications 
like intercultural understanding and demystification of power relations or 
does its findings refer strictly to the language system?

Analysis and discussion
As seen from Table 1 the number of research articles from the first period 
investigated is 649. Only 17 of them conducted contrastive analysis at text, 
discourse, pragmatic or sociolinguistic level. This means that 2.6 percent of the 
articles did investigations of language above the level of the sentence. In the 
second period, which encompasses the years from 2010 until 2022, 94 contrastive 
studies were published. Only three of them, or 3.2 percent, conducted analysis 
at discourse level. Statistically, the share of articles with an interest into issues 
relating to discourse, pragmatics and sociolinguistics has slightly increased by 
0.6 percent. 

Table 1. Number and share of research articles conducting  
contrastive analysis above sentence level and published in Contrastive Linguistics

Year of 
publication

Total number of 
research articles 

Number of research 
articles conducting 
contrastive analysis 
above sentence level

Share of research 
articles conducting 
contrastive analysis 
above sentence level

1976-2009 649 17 2.6%

2010-2022 94 3 3.2%

The analysis of the content of the articles from the corpus has found that the 
comparisons discussed take a functional perspective. The articles include 
examination of:

1. Communicative purpose, i.e. expressing negation, greetings, wishes, 
congratulations (Baharev, 1985; Vasseva, 2007)

2. Metaphorical framing and representation of events (Assenova & Aleksova, 
2008);
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3. Intertextuality, i.e. direct, indirect and semi-direct speech, and onomastics, 
i.e. use of proper names (Dimitrova, 1988; Leonidova, 1982; Nitsolova, 
2009; Popova-Veleva, 2004; Popova-Veleva & Drenska, 1998);

4. Pragmatic features of professional jargon and speaker positioning 
(Blagoeva, 2006; Hung, 1995);

5. Sociolinguistic features, i.e. speaker values, attitudes and verbal 
stereotypes (Dimova, Grebeshkova & Walker, 2015; Tkaczewski, 2015);

6. Professional genres (Tincheva, 2003; Todorova, 2014; Vassileva & Sotirov, 
1994; Yankova, 2005a; Yankova, 2005b);

7. Verbal strategies and intentionality (Milanova, 2001);

8. Cohesive devices, i.e. linking words and functional sentence perspective 
(Vassileva, 1992; Yankova, 2005a; Yankova, 2005b).

All the studies in the corpus are synchronic and theoretical. Only one study 
refers to itself as both theoretical and applied (Vassileva 1992). Most of the 
research is bilateral, while the research which examines groups of languages like 
Balkan and Romance languages can be defined as multilateral. The following 
articles deserve attention because they implement contrastive analysis to the 
study of various specialized discourses – academic, professional, legal, political 
and media:

1. Tincheva (2003) studies the production and reception of individual text 
genres, more specifically political speeches, as governed by particular 
mental models. Differences in English- and Bulgarian-language political 
speeches are used to demonstrate an integrated approach to studying 
whole texts and genres. This approach refers to the triangle of discourse, 
cognition and society. The main theoretical underpinning of the research 
is van Dijk’s socio-cognitive approach within CDA.

2. Yankova (2005a) investigates particular types of legal qualifications, 
their textual patterns and structuring in legislative documents across 
two different legal systems – in Bulgaria and in England. The differences 
between the codified Roman law based system and the common law and 
precedent based systems are traced to find out their representation in the 
language used in order to conceptualize statutory provisions. 

3. In her second article Yankova (2005b) studies the similarities and differences 
in the textualization of statutory provisions in Bulgarian and English 
legislative texts. The regularities in the construction of genre and generic 
structure are described through the analysis of the textual component 
and cohesion in particular. In terms of the theoretical framework the 
two articles are part of a larger comparative study which applies Bhatia’s 
discourse analysis and Halliday’s functional model.
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4. Todorova (2014) focuses on values expressed in Bulgarian and English 
advertisements. The investigation of their various representations shows 
that the way they are exploited and categorized differs in Bulgarian, British 
and American cultures. Within advertisements, these values are explicated 
through key words which may be identical but only on the surface level. 
It is concluded that the semantic features of human universals vary with 
different languages and cultures due to the difference in text producer’s 
and text receiver’s global knowledge pattern. It is the contrastive method 
which allows to examine the relation between language and culture and to 
draw the conclusion that this relation is complicated and contradictory. The 
main linguistic theories that can be recognized as underpinning the study 
are Beaugrande and Dressler’s Text linguistics, Fauconnier and Sweetser’s 
Mental Space Theory, and Fillmore’s Frame semantics. 

Considering the selected articles in comparison with the other articles from the 
corpus, several observations can be made. First, all the four articles study the 
linguistic phenomena in focus from the point of view of English. Their main 
theoretical underpinnings are text linguistics, discourse and genre analysis 
and Critical Discourse Analysis. It becomes clear that different contrastive 
studies use different theoretical perspectives which are typical for a certain 
linguistic tradition, in this case British-American research and theoretical 
approaches. Second, although all the four articles study specialized discourses, 
only one focuses on political discourse (Tincheva, 2003) and one (Todorova, 
2016) is involved in discourse analysis proper. Third, compared to the corpus 
of publications compiled and discussed by Pirozhkova (2016), the number of 
the Bulgarian publications applying contrastive analysis at discourse level is 
critically low. This means that contrastive studies are unevenly distributed in 
terms of language levels but this is related to various factors, not only to the 
traditions within Slavonic and British-American linguistics.

Conclusion and implications
The findings based on the analysis point to several facts:

1. The trend of widening of the scope of contrastive analyses published in 
Contrastive Linguistics journal cannot be said to be a significant one as 
they represent approximately 3 percent of all the publications. However, 
a slight increase of less than 1 percent can be noticed in macro-linguistic 
analyses.

2. This growth of interest in contrastive studies of specialized discourses 
is motivated by the new developments and disciplines in the field of 
linguistics such as text linguistics, discourse analysis, genre analysis, 
pragmatics and sociolinguistics. A wide variety of languages are covered 
such as Slavonic and Balkan languages (Bulgarian, Russian, Polish, Czech), 
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Roman languages (Italian, French and Portuguese), German languages 
(English and German) and Vietnamese. It can be concluded that macro-
level contrastive analyses are not limited only to English language and 
linguistics although most of the studies of specialized discourses refer to 
English.

3. It must be noted that most of the contrastive studies from the corpus 
are not overly ambitious in their implications. In fact only two studies, 
i.e. Todorova’s (2014) contrastive analysis  of advertising discourse and 
Yankova’s (2005a) contrastive analysis of legal discourse, attempt at 
achieving intercultural understanding. 

Still contrastive analysis is a vibrant approach to linguistic research at discourse 
level. It is valuable for the linguistic research conducted from macro-perspective 
and its benefits include:

•	Contrastive studies create conditions for investigation from a new 
perspective. For example, CDA is not a typical research method within 
Slavonic linguistics. It is through contrastive research that this method can 
be applied to non-English texts. Such experimentation may lead, arguably, 
to improvement of research methods and/or their application.

•	Contrastive analysis creates unique research. Many researchers are 
apprehensive that most linguistic phenomena are already studied. However, 
research can become more insightful and novel if approached from the point 
of view of similarities and differences with another language/ languages.

•	A better understanding of the studied linguistic and related extralinguistic 
phenomena can be reached both at applied and at theoretical level especially 
when multiple research methods are combined.

The potential of contrastive analysis has two aspects. First, applied contrastive 
studies of academic discourse has proven to be supportive in areas such as 
foreign language teaching and learning, writing for publication and translation. 
These are areas where contrastive data can suggest solutions through various 
practical linguistic data. Second, although there is a growing trend of contrastive 
studies conducted from macro perspective, there is a niche for contrastive 
theoretical studies at discourse level and even a larger niche for contrastive 
studies of political discourse. In the future, the broader perspective of such 
contrastive studies can test and possibly modify modern linguistic theories that 
are based on the study of western languages and can have a real contribution to 
intercultural tolerance.
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